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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 THE IONOSPHERE

The earth is surrounded by a layer of gas called the 
atmosphere, which can be sub- divided into layers by criteria 
based on composition ,temperature and ionisation.

At ground level the atmosphere is composed of molecules of 

Nitrogen (78%), Oxygen (21%) and smaller quantities of other 
constituents (Ar, He, CO^, H^O). Up to a heigrit of about 100Km 

these gases are constantly mixed by turbulence but above this 
height, the constitution changes under the influence of 
diffusive processes. This means the lighter atoms such as ,

Hydrogen and Helium form a relatively larger proportion of the 

atmosphere as height increases (fig 1.1.1).
In terms of temperature the atmosphere is divided into five 

sub- layers as indicated in fig 1.1.2. The troposphere (0-10Km) 

contains a relatively large number of molecules such as H^O and

^^2 which absorb and emit infra- red radiation. This leads to a 
decrease in temperature with height as the proportion of such 
large molecules decreases. The stratosphere (10-50Km) nas an 
almost constant temperature of 220 degrees K over its height 
range. The Mesosphere (50-85Km) contains a greater proportion of 

ozone which absorbs a certain type of ultra- violet (UV) 
radiation leading to a heating of this
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region. The temperature in the thermosphere (90-300Km) increases 

with height due to the absorption of shorter wavelength UV solar 
radiation. Finally in the exosphere (1000-6000Km) the gas 

density is very low, therefore the thermal conductivity is very 
high and the temperature remains at an approximately constant 

value. Where ions are present in the atmosphere the neutral, ion 

and electron temperatures (Tn, Ti and Te) are similar at night, 
but during the day Te increases faster than Ti or Tn.

Ionisation occurs when an energetic photon from the sun 

collides with a neutral gas molecule.
Mol + hv -> M0I+ + e- 

The inverse process of recombination or electron loss also 
occurs. A state of equilibrium will be established when the rate 
of production equals the rate of loss. The changes in electron 

density (Ne) can be written
dNe/dt = production rate - loss rate 

In terms of ionisation the atmosphere is divided into three 

regions (fig 1.1.3). The ionosphere (50~1000Km) is the region 
where most of the effects on radio wave propagation due to the 

ionisation are noticed. Above this region is the magnetosphere 

where only VLF effects can be seen (eg whistlers) and below, the

neutral ionosphere.
When an electromagnetic wave enters the ionosphere the 

electrons and ions are displaced by the oscillating electric 
field of the wave. The electron displacement is much greater 
than that of the ions as a consequence of the electron mass 
being about 1/2000 of the ion mass. The equation of motion for
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the electrons can be derived, and the displacement vector 

calculated as a function of the polarisability of the medium and 

the electric field strength of the wave. This leads to the 

definition of an equivalent dielectric constant for the 
ionosphere.

An expression for the refractive index of the medium for 
electromagnetic waves can be derived from Maxwells equations and 
the dielectric constant. The relationship between the refractive 

index and the wave frequency is known as the dispersion 
equation.

n2 = 1 - (N e2 / m (2 TT f)2 )) -(1)
where n = refractive index

N = electron density
= dielectric constant 

m = electron mass
e = electron charge
f = radio wave frequency 

For the radio wave to be reflected from the ionosphere the 
refractive index must go to zero. For this to occur 

N = 2 ^  m (2 *rr f) 2 / ^2 -(2)

=> Nmax oc fp2

where fp = the plasma frequency

The highest frequency that an ionospheric layer can 

reflect, is obtained by writing the maximum value of the 
electron density of the layer (Nmax) into equation 2. If the 

radio wave is incident on the ionised layer at an angle (i) to
the vertical, the dispersion equation modifies to

4 TT^

— 5 —
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This shows that a given ionospheric layer can reflect 
larger frequencies at oblique incidences than at vertical 
incidence (Martyns theorem 1935).

Several other effects are important when considering the
reflection of radio waves by the ionosphere. Firstly, over an 

oblique ionospheric path through any ionospheric layer there are 

two different angles of elevation from the transmitter which
result in the signal reaching the receiver. These are Known as
the low angle ray and the high angle or Pederson ray 
respectively (Davies 1965, pl95).

Secondly the motion of the oscillating ions and electrons 

will be damped by collisions with other particles. If n is close 

to unity this results in non deviative absorption.
K = (e2 N v) / (2 0 ^  m c cj2) -(4)

where K = absorption coefficient

V  = collision frequency
w  = angular frequency 

If absorption is considered near to the reflection point 

where n is small the result is "deviative" absorption.

K = ( V  / 2 c) ((1 / n) - n) -(5)

Both processes contribute to the attenuation of the wave

reflected in the ionosphere.
The presence of the earths magnetic field causes the 

ionosphere to become anisotropic and two possible solutions are 

obtained for the refractive index.
n2 = 1 _ (N e2 / (£^ m (w W^) 2 ) ) -(6)

where W ^  gyro frequency = e B / m
Thus the ionosphere is birefractive and therefore two
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distinct reflection conditions exist for the two ray paths, 
each having different polarisations. These two modes of 

propagation are referred to as the 0 (ordinary) and the X 

(extraordinary) modes respectively. In the northern hemisphere 
the X mode produces the greatest electron displacement and is 

therefore more strongly attenuated than the 0 mode.

The ionosphere is divided into three layers (fig 1.1.3) 
referred to as the D, E and F regions. The lowest of the three 
is the D layer which exists between 60 and 95 Km. Ne is of the 

order 1 0 em-3 and the collision frequency is in the order of 

10^ Hz. Therefore the layer is a strong absorber of 
electromagnetic waves and is only capable of reflecting low 
frequencies (i.e. < 300KHz). Since the layer recombines
completely at night, more absorption occurs during the day than 

at night.
The E region extends from approximately 95 to 120Km. Ne is 

approximately 1011 e m ” 3 and the collision frequency is between 

10"̂  and 105 H z . Under normal conditions the layer can reflect 
vertically incident waves in the frequency range 1.5 - 3.5 MHz. 

The layer has a strong solar dependence since it is produced by 

UV radiation. Under unusual conditions this layer develops into 
the so called sporadic E (Es) layer. This is a thin layer of 
intense ionisation embedded in the usual E layer. The Es 

electron density can exceed that of the normal E layer by a 
factor of four or more. The Es is able to reflect frequencies up 

to 50MHz at oblique incidence. The creation of this layer is 

intermittent and is related to the presence of strong wind 
shears which can exist at these heights in the atmosphere.
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The highest layer of the ionosphere is the F layer 
(150-1000Km). This subdivides into the FI and F2 layers in the 

summer. The FI layer like the E layer, occurs only during the 
day and has a strong solar dependence. It exists between 150 and 

250 Km and its behaviour can be quite accurately predicted as a 

result of this dependence.
The F2 layer is the most important layer from the point of 

view of HF propagation since it can support frequencies of up to 
30MHz at oblique incidence. Unfortunately, this layer also 

displays the most anomalous behaviour which is difficult to 
predict.

Examples of the diurnal variation of the F2 layer are 
presented in fig 1.1.4. The electron density peak of the layer 
forms quickly after dawn decreasing gradually after dusk. The 
slow loss of ionisation after sunset is believed to result from 
the upward movement of the hot day- time plasma. The lower loss 

rate at these higher levels provides an effective store of 
ionisation during the night when no photo production takes 
place. Another factor influencing the maintenance of the F 
region at night is that winds in the neutral atmosphere cause 

the ionospheric plasma to move up the field lines in the evening 
so reducing the loss process. From fig 1.1.5 it is clear that 

the diurnal variation in the F2 peak is more pronounced in the 

winter months. This seasonal variation is due to the increased 

proportion of atomic oxygen in the atmosphere at this time which 

increases the rate at which ions are prduced. Also the lower 
winter temperatures have a marked effect in slowing down one 
stage in the recombination process.
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Both the diurnal and seasonal variations are apparent in
the behaviour of FoF2 in fig 1.1.6.

The dependence of the F2 layer on the level of solar 

activity as indicated by the sunspot number is demonstrated in

fig 1.1.7. An eight fold change in the maximum electron density

occurs over the eleven year solar cycle. As before, tne summer 
months exhibit a reduced level of F2 ionisation. Since electron 

density and critical frequency are related the solar cycle trend 
is repeated in fig 1.1.8.

During ionospheric storms the F2 layer electron aensity 
decreases while the D and E layer electron densities increase. 
The cause of this anomalous effect is believed to be an increase 

in the amount of molecular oxygen at F region heights which aids 

recombination hence decreasing the electron density and hence 
the critical frequency.

In addition to the critical frequency changes, the 

ionisation distribution can become disturbed and localised 

reflecting regions produced. When a radio pulse is reflected 
from this disturbed F layer, echos are returned from a wide 
range of apparent heights and hence the F layer is said to be 

"spread". The spread F layer can produce consiaerable 
disturbance in HF signals reflected during this condition. The 
occurrence of spread F seems fairly random but is most likely to 

occur at night or during the early evening in the summer months 
at low latitudes and in the winter months at high latitudes.
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1.2 IONOSPHERIC RADIO COMMUNICATION

Marconi (1901) transmitted the radio signal "S,S,S" across 
the Atlantic from Cornwall to Newfoundland. This was explained 
in terms of multiple scattering around the curvature of the 

earth's surface since the ionosphere was then unknown. However 

this process would have resulted in a much smaller signal at 

Newfoundland than was actually received. To account tor this 

discrepancy Kennelly (1902) and Heaviside (1902) independently 
postulated the existence of a reflecting layer in the upper 
atmosphere.

In 1924 this layer was was found experimentally by Appleton 
and Barnett (1925). In their experiment a radio transmitter and 

receiver were separated by approximately 100Km and the frequency 
of the radio transmitter varied. Interference beats in the 
received signal amplitude were recorded indicating that two 
paths for the radio propagation existed, along the ground and 
via the ionosphere. With this experiment the height of the 
ionosphere was determined by triangulation.

Radio developed rapidly for many purposes such as 

broadcasting, navigation, maritime, radio- telephones, police, 

amateur uses and the armed forces. Most of these services 

required long distance communication and initially frequencies 

in the LF and MF bands were employed (i.e. < IMHz). In the 1930s

the advantages of using higher frequencies became apparent and 
interest moved to the HF bands (2-30MHz), where it is possible

to communicate over great distances with

— 14 —



relatively simple equipment if an appropriate frequency is 
chosen.

As described in the previous section the maximum usable 
frequency (MUF) for a given path and time of day is controlled 

by the electron density in the F region and the path geometry. 

The low frequency limit is caused by the absorption of radio 
wave energy by the D and E regions. Typical MUF and LUF curves 
are plotted in fig 1.2.1.

A major problem experienced in HF communications is that of 
fading. This is a reduction in the received signal due to 
destructive interference between components of the signal 

arriving at the receiver over different propagation paths. This 

can occur as a result of
a) Multihop propagation.
b) Multilayer propagation.
c) In- mode interference.
d) Two polarisation modes.
e) Spread F (flutter fading)

These are summarised in fig 1.2.2
Modal interference is not a desirable feature in any 

communications system since it produces errors in digital data 

transmissions and greatly reduces the signal readability over 

voice links. The most effective way of avoiding the problem is 

to have a range of frequencies available to the operator so that 

if fading or interference is unacceptable on one channel an 

alternative clearer channel can be selected. As a general rule 

better frequency reliability is achieved by selecting a 

frequency just below the MUF (maximum usable frequency) for a

- 15 -
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given path. In this way the IF ray will propagate but the 2F ray 
will not since it will penetrate the layer as a result of its 

smaller angle of incidence. This procedure also reduces D region 

absorption to a minimum. The use of a frequency very close to 
the MUF does however have several serious disadvantages, eg:-

1) For broadcast use frequency changes are not possible.
2) The HF band is already crowded so the allocation of

several alternative frequencies to each operator is not 
desirable.

3) As ionospheric conditions vary from day to aay it is

difficult to schedule radio contacts in advance.
4) As the above strategy is popular the amount of co-channel 

interference can increase near the MUF.
An alternative approach is examined in this thesis.

1.3 DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS

Information has been sent as digital data (in its most 
simple form binary I's and 0's) for many years. As early as 1837 

an electrical telegraph was capable of transmitting messages 
along a wire for considerable distances. The Murse code was 

generally employed in which letters and numbers are represented 

by a series of dots and dashes. The human element of this system 
limits the data rate to between 15 and 30 words per minute. To 
speed up communications the teleprinter was developed. The 
teleprinter usually employs the five bit international telegraph 

code no 5, more commonly referred to as

— 18 —



Baudot or Murray code. Using this code it was possible to raise 
the data rate to about 100 words per minute which was, at the 

time, the fastest speed at which the mechanical teleprinter 
could reliably operate.

The Morse code was also extensively used in high frequency 
radio communication for wireless telegraphy and is still 

employed for some purposes. A skilled operator is capable of 

identifying the code under conditions of severe noise, 

interference and even moderate fading without any oramatic 

reduction in either accuracy or data rate.
As with wire telegraphy, the use of the teleprinter 

followed Morse in HF radio transmission. The teleprinter is not 

as good as the human ear at recognising a signal sequence in the 
presence of a high general noise level, moreover with the higher 
data rate an interference fade out causes the receiver to miss 
more characters than with the slower Morse system. This thesis 

is largely concerned with measuring the. errors received at 

normal data rates for HF communications and investigating how 

these errors can be reduced or at least predicted.
When Morse and Murray codes were first employed tor radio 

communications the modulation system was interrupted carrier 
wave (ICW). For a mark or dot the transmitter was keyed on and 

for a space it was keyed off (ASK). The oisadvantage of this 

system is that a signal fade out is not aifferentiable from a 
space. To solve this problem frequency shift keying (FSK) was 

introduced. A mark is transmitted as a known frequency shift in 

the carrier (1st tone) and a space as a aifferent frequency I
shifts (2nd tone). The frequency shift being known. This system

— 19 —



enables the marks and the spaces to be distinguished from a 
fadeout resulting from a loss of signal. A further reduction in 

error rate is achieved by using the digitally coherant phase 
shift keying (DPSK) technique in which the phase difference 

between adjacent bits of carrier represents the oinary 
information. The theoretical error rates for these systems are 
plotted out in fig 1.3.1. During the project described in this 

thesis ASK was used for transmitting the test aata sequence. 

This choice was dictated by the equipment available for the 

experiment, however some of the results obtained using ASK can 

be applied to FSK and DPSK systems (see fig 1.3.1).

1.4 AN INTRODUCTION TO THE PRESENT INVESTIGATION

When dealing with high digital data rates rhe problem of 
multipath interference is a particularly serious one. it can 
manifest itself in two major forms. Firstly as rhe fading 

described in the previous section (fig 1.4.1). It this situation 
the multipath delay (t) is small when compared with the bit

length (b) . Therefore in the case of extreme obstructive

interference illustrated in fig 1.4.1, the mark bits are almost 

completely destroyed where the signals from the two different 
paths coincide. This leads to major errors.

The second effect of multipath interference (fig 1.4.2) 

occurs when t and b are approximately the same. In this example 
a mark from the longer ionospheric path arrives at the receiver

at the same time as the following bit from the shorter path.
Therefore the receiver has to interpret the following oit as a
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mark rather than a space thus causing an error.
In order to transmit at high data rates rhe effect of 

multipath interference must be removed. A technique tor 

achieving this has been proposed by the Royal Aircraft 
Establishment (RAE), of which the work in this project forms a 

part. This involves an elevation steerable antenna array (fig 
1.4.3) to select the desired propagation mode.

The signals propagating over the different ray paths will 

arrive at the receiver at different elevation angles, if these 

angles are sufficiently spaced a null in the antenna polar 

diagram can be steered towards the unwanted path together with a 

maximum in the direction of the wanted component. This makes the 
received signal virtually single moded and so reduces the modal 
interference and allows higher data rates. Even if the different 

ray paths are quite close in elevation angle of arrival an 
advantage over a conventional omnidirectional antenna can be 
gained by applying less gain in the direction of the unwanted 

mode.
In order to steer the antenna some real time knowledge of 

the active ionospheric paths is required. This is obtained by 

transmitting a sounding pulse signal over the path. Because the 
paths for the different propagating modes are of different 
length, the pulses propagating along the various paths arrive at 

different times at the receiver. This sounding signal yields 
information concerning the relative amplitudes and time delays 
of the active propagation modes.

Predictions of ionospheric behaviour provide an estimate of 

the likely modes of propagation for a given cime, day and
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path. If these predictions are compared with the measured 
results it is possible to decide which returned pulse echo 

corresponds to which ionospheric path. As the approximate angle 

of arrival can be predicted for these modes it is possible to 

use this knowledge to steer the antenna to increase the signal 

from the wanted mode and reduce those from the unwanted modes. 

The pulse sounding signal can then be used no optimise the 
antenna control around this initial position.

Due to development delays, the steerable antenna was not 

available during the course of this research project. Therefore

the emphasis of the work shifted to a study of the effect of 
noise and multipath interference on the error rates for a 
digital communication link. The pulse sounding technique can 
acquire information regarding both the multipath content of a 
received radio signal and its signal to noise ratio, r rom this 
information it is possible to predict the number of received 
errors, which can in turn help an operator optimise the 

frequency, data rate and error protection coding.
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CHAPTER 2

PREVIOUS WORK

2.1 HF PROPAGATION

Some of the features of HF propagation have already been 
mentioned in the previous chapter. In order to relate the 

present project to previous work in the field the published work 
is now briefly reviewed.

A short history of the subject has been presented by Booker 
(1975) which covers the period 1900 to 1950. A more general work 
which contains much greater detail was published oy Davies
(1965) . Goldberg (1966) considers the subject of HF propagation 
and also discusses the subject of ionospheric reflection, 
maximum usable frequency (MUF), noise, multipath fading and data 
communications, before finally describing two adaptive methods 
of reducing the harmful effects of multipath. A highly 

mathematical approach to the subject of pulse sounding is 

presented by Malaga & McIntosh (1979). A more recent review by 

Rush (1981) provides an excellent summary of ionospheric HF 

propagation. This describes the properties of the ionospheric 

layers and how they vary in time and space. The consequent 
effects on an HF communications link are also discussed.

2.1.1 Predictions

Considerable attention has been given to the problem of
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predicting propagation conditions for HF communication purposes. 
In general, predictions are made on a monthly mean basis of the 
MUF and LUF (section 1.2) for the required transmission path. 
Most prediction techniques are able to determine the various 

propagation modes likely to be active and to identify the 

dominant mode together with the expected relative strengths of 
the active modes. A historical review of the various types of 
early predictions of MUF, LUF, absorption etc, is given by Rawer 

(1975). Recent developments in prediction techniques are 
described by Bradley & Lockwood (1981) and Davies (1981)

Fig 2.1.1 gives an example of a the predicted daily 

variation of MUF and LUF based on a monthly mean model. It also 

illustrates how this information could be used by an operator, 
with three available allocated frequencies, to plan which 
frequency should be employed at any given time of day. Much work 
has been done, developing simple methods of predicting 

ionospheric parameters (Barclay 1970, Fricker 1981, Levine et al 

1978). These methods are designed for applications where only a 
small amount of computing power is available. They all make 
certain simplifying assumptions which provide speed and 

portability for the calculations at the expense of a high degree 

of accuracy.
Where more accurate predictions are required and larger 

computers available (eg for service planning applications) more 

complex prediction programs can be utilised (Barclay 1973, 

Bradley 1975) . These prediction methods in general follow the 

procedures outlined below.
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1) Estimating ionospheric characteristics along the 
propagation path eg foF2, M(3000)F2.

2) Producing models of the vertical distributions of electron 

concentration.
3) Ray tracing to find transmitter launch and receiver 

arrival angles.

4) Estimating received signal strengths from propagation 
losses due to -

spatial attenuation (including ray focusing) 
ionospheric absorption 
polarisation- coupling losses 
ground losses

(after Bradley 1975) 
In this process a ray is traced through a model ionosphere. 

The ionospheric model consists of an electron density profile 
(eg fig 2.1.2) appropriate for the time and position tor which 

the prediction is required. The actual parameters which control 

the model are usually taken from averages of ionogram records 

(section 2.2.1), and are usually available to the prediction 
program in the form of numerical maps of constant ionisation 

contours.

The results of a modern prediction program nave been 

experimentally tested by Thrane & Bradley (1981) tor a high 

latitude path. This study indicated that for longer paths 
predictions were generally accurate but for shorter paths (460 

Km) the predictions were of little practical value. Some reasons 

for the variability of the ionosphere and hence of the 
prediction methods are presented by Jull (1967). The accuracy
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Fig 2.1.2 The Ionospheric Model 
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of short term predictions can be improved by updating the 
program with real time data from ionospheric sounding or from 

monitoring broadcast stations (Dambolt 1979, Jones et al 1978).

While the sounding system described in this thesis employs 

very simple predictions to aid mode identification, it provides 

independent real time information regarding propagation 
conditions and therefore removes the need for any kind of 

detailed ionospheric prediction. Some of the factors that 

adversely affect the transmission of information over a typical 

HF communications channel are now considered.

2.1.2 Absorption

When an HF wave is reflected from the F layer of the 
ionosphere it passes through the lower ionosphere where some of 

the radio energy is absorbed. Rees & Jones (1979) describe how 
this absorption varies with place, time, season and frequency, 

and compare the observations with the theoretical predictions of 

this parameter. The relationship between vertical and oblique 
incidence absorption was discussed by George & Bradley (1973). 

The anomalously large absorption levels noted during the winter 
have been studied by many workers (eg Evans & Jones 1971).

2.1.3 Radio Noise

A further limitation on a data communications link is 
imposed by the signal to noise ratio for a given frequency at a
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given time of day. HF noise is briefly discussed by Goldberg

(1966) (see fig 2.1.3). A broader treatment is given by Fischer 

(1965) who surveys noise from 5Hz to IGHz oy combining the 
results of several earlier workers. Electronic simulators have 

been built (Bolton 1971) which employ digital circuitry to 

reproduce measured noise types in both LF and h F frequency 
bands.

Much HF radio noise is man made and a large part of this 

comes from other radio transmitters (see fig 2.1.3). Many modern 

communication systems (Cottrell 1979) are designed to monitor 
these noise levels and select the quietest available channels in 

order to reduce interference and improve the signal to noise 
ratio.

2.1.4 Ionospheric Dispersion

The ionosphere is a dispersive medium and as a result a 
square pulse of radio wave energy will be distorted as it 
travels through the medium. Inston (1969) gives a clear 

treatment of how pulse broadening is related to the dispersion. 

Hatton (1968) describes how dispersion can occur in both time 
and frequency domains. He also demonstrates how the dispersion 

influences various types of data transmission systems (CW, AM, 

suppressed carrier, SSB, FSK and DPSK).

2.1.5 Multipath Propagation

The multipath condition, which is of direct concern in
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this thesis, is illustrated in fig 2.1.4. The diagram represents 
three possible paths whose amplitudes and phases can be changed 
in a controlled manner by means of weighting tactors. This is 

the type of multipath simulation adopted in the project 

simulator hardware (section 4.5).
Much other work has been conducted into simulation of 

multipath propagation at HF. Simple two path simulators are 

described by Law et al 1957, Beck & Betcs 1965 and Arrendo & 

Chriss 1973. These methods simulate both fading and random noise

and are used for testing communications equipment under 
reproducible conditions. Simulators can also be employed to cut 

down the costly time spent on field trials.
More advanced versions of this basic type of simulator are 

described by Ralphs & Sladen (1976) and Mately & Bywater (1977). 

These incorporate such ionospheric properties as doppler shifts 
and more than two propagation modes. A computerised ionospheric 
simulation is. described by Palmer (1974) , in wnich the 

transmitter, ionospheric channel and the receiver are all 
simulated numerically.

In order to determine the correct weighting values a 
sounding or probing signal can be sent over a real link, and the 

link properties measured and recorded. This information is then 

employed to reconstruct an ionospheric path (Goldberg et al 

1965, Bussgang et al 1974).

2.2 IONOSPHERIC SOUNDING

A short review is now presented of HF ionospheric sounding
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techniques. The first five methods are intended to determine the 
properties of the ionosphere, whereas the remaining techniques 

are mainly employed to evaluate a communications channel.

2.2.1 Pulse Sounding

An ionosonde is an HF radar capable of sending pulses of 
radio wave energy into the ionosphere and of receiving and 

displaying the echos and times of flight. The radio frequency is
swept over the range 1.5 to 20MHz and the resulting display of
time of flight against frequency is referred to as an ionogram 

(fig 2.2.1). For vertical sounding the time of flight is related 
to the apparent or equivalent height of reflection h* where 
h*=ct/2. Pulse sounding experiments have been conducted for many 
years since the technique was first introduced by Briet & Tuve 
(1926). In fig 2.2.1 can be seen the eftect of ionospheric 
reflections from the E, FI and F2 layers in the ionosphere. Many 

improvements have recently been made to the conventional 
ionosonde, including such features as

a) Digitising the control logic of a conventional ionosonde

(Downing 1979)
b) Digitising the display and recording facility as in the 

Digisonde (Bibl & Reinisch 1978) , the Dynasonde and 

Kinesonde (Wright 1969)
c) The use of a directional antenna to determine the angle of 

arrival of the various echos (Koehler 1976)

d) The use of pulse synthesis techniques to gain better
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height resolution (Delvin et al 1977, Coll & Storey 1964)
e) A spaced antenna and phase information can give 

ionospheric drift velocities (Bibl & Reinisch 1978, Wright 

1969)

2.2.2 Oblique Pulse Sounding

Radio communications take place over oblique ionospheric 
paths, therefore oblique sounding information is more 
appropriate than that obtained at vertical incidence. The 

earliest work on oblique pulse sounding was conducted by Farmer 
& Ratcliffe (1936) and produced recognisable oblique lonograms 
over the Cambridge to Edinburgh path. A typical example of the 

differences between a vertical and an oblique ionogram was given 

by Beynon (1948) in fig 2.2.2. A clear summary of the early work 
in this field is presented by Agy & Davies (1959). This paper 
also describes studies of observed MUF and the aifferences in 

the mode content of oblique and vertical incidence paths.
Many investigations of ionospheric propagation conditions 

have been undertaken with oblique sounders (Chapman et al 1955, 

Cox & Davies 1955, Sulzer 1955, Weider 1955, Doyle et al 1960, 
Jull 1962) . Ames & Egan (1967) updated the technique by 

digitising the sounder and producing computerised short term HF 
predictions from the results. Finally oblique sounders have been 

employed to improve HF communications (Hatton 1961, Egan & Pratt
I

1963) allowing operators, for example to utilise sporadic E modes 
and thus make the best use of existing conditions.
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2.2.3 Chirp Sounding

The chirpsounder (Fenwick & Barry 1967) is an improved 
ionosonde generally employed on oblique paths. Instead of 

transmitting a pulsed sounding signal of stepped frequency, a 

continuous carrier is transmitted with a smoothly increasing 
frequency. At the receiver signals arrive with a frequency 

related to the time of travel (fig 2.2.3). The advantages of 

this technique are high noise immunity and low transmitter 

power. Practical examples of chirpsounder ionograms are 
presented by Fenwick & Barry (1967) and FenwicK & Woodhouse 
(1979) along with an assessment of the relative advantages and 
disadvantages of the method.

2.2.4 Backscatter

The backscatter technique employs a pulsed radio 
transmitter and a co-located receiver as would a conventional 
vertical incidence ionosonde. The signal is radiated obliquely 
and a small amount of energy is scattered at the ground in the 

direction of the downcoming signal. This travels along the 
return path back to the receiver (fig 2.2.4). Sounders of this 
type are described by Silberstein (1954) , Shearman & Martin 

(1956) and Peterson et al (1959) . An example of the results 
obtained from these sounders is given in fig 2.2.5, Tnis shows 

the broad backscatter echo emerging from the two hop F trace on 

the familiar ionogram.
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Fig 2.2.4
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Fig 2.2.6 Mode Information from Backscatter 
(after Goute lard 1977)
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This powerful sounding technique can provide information 

regarding ground irregularities (eg mountains or sea state) in 

addition to ionospheric phenomena such as skip aistances and 

travelling ionospheric disturbances (Tveten & Hunsucker ±969) . 

More information can be obtained from the broad return pulse by
subjecting it to frequency analysis. In this way different

\

doppler shifts (section 2.2.5) induced by different ionospheric 
paths can be separated, thus giving mode content information 

about an oblique path from a single site sounder (fig 2.2.6).

2.2.5 HF Doppler

As mentioned in the previous section, radio waves reflected 

from the ionosphere can have a doppler shift imposed on them by 

the movement of the ionosphere at the reflection point (fig 
2.2.7). In this way the movements of the ionosphere due to 
regular solar effects and disturbances can be measured. Early 

work of this type was carried out by Watts & Davies (1960) and 
Fenwick & Villard (1960) . By monitoring three or four such 
paths, the movement of spaced reflection points can be measured

simultaneously. From this information the speed and direction of 
any travelling disturbances can be determined by triangulation. 

The doppler spread introduced to a radio signal by the 
ionosphere is also of interest in HF communications applications

and calculations of the 
by Pickering (1975).

magnitude of this effect are presented
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2.2.6 Sounding in HF Communications

Sounding information has long been used to support radio 
communications. Monthly averages of ionospheric parameters

provide the data base for long term predictions (section 2.1.1). 
Also real time sounding provides information regarding the 
conditions on a given path at a given time. To increase the 
benefits gained from this type of cooperation many modern 

communication systems incoparate a sounding element (eg Fenwick 
& Woodhouse 1979). A second example is the "Common User Radio 

Transmission Sounding" (CURTS) program (Probst 1968). in this 

work conducted by the Defense Communications Agency (DCA) a 
world-wide oblique sounder and noise monitoring network was set 

up covering the main HF trunk paths.
Information gathered by this equipment is digitised and 

sent to a central computer for analysis. The central computer 
then considers the frequency availability, path availability, 

resources required and the relative priority of che services, 

and outputs recommendations concerning the frequency allocations 
in order to optimise the continuity of the communications 

system.

Another sounding technique, this time developed for base to 
mobile rather than global trunk communications, is "Channel 

evaluation and calling" (CHEC) described by Stevens (1968). In 
this base station monitors local noise levels ror a given 

channel and transmits this information to the mobile unit. This 

process is repeated for up to 16 allocated channels. The
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strength and content of the received signal informs the mobile 
of the most suitable frequency for communcation. A call facility

is built into the system which allows any station to employ the 
sounding format to alert the other of a forthcoming 

transmission.

2.2.7 Pilot Tone

A typical example of a pilot tone sounding method was 
developed by J A Betts as a low cost in band sounding system 
capable of estimating data errors (Betts & Darnell 1975). A low 

power sounding tone is positioned in a gap in the normal signal 

baseband (fig 2.2.8). At the receiver this signal is extracted 
by a narrow filter and compared with a reference oscillator. The 

difference in phase between the two is detected and displayed as 
the phase error (fig 2.2.9). A close correlation exists between 
the phase error and the FSK data error. Other stand- by channels 

are also evaluated enabling the system to select the optimum 
frequency for communication and also predict the error rate for 
that frequency.

2.2.8 The Fadeogram

A Fadeogram (Filter et al 1978) is a method for displaying 
information regarding an ionospheric communications channel.

Data is transmitted within the 3KHz channel bandwidth as 16 
110Hz wide sub-channels of equal power (fig 2.2.10a). If 
selective fading takes place across the channel the received
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signal could be represented by fig 2.2.10b. In a fadeogram (fig 
2.2.11) this selective fading is plotted against time to give a

sonogram type display. This display can then be correlated 
against the error rate recorded by a modem data test set. This 

technique is particularly useful in recognising different types 

of fading.

2.2.9 Performance Sensing and Channel Estimation

Performance sensing is a method of estimating the quality 
of a received data transmission by monitoring the signal itself. 

Gooding (1968) developed a performance monitor unit (PMU) which 
could, without interrupting the data transmission, produce a 
pseudo error rate which was related to the actual error rate. 

This pseudo error rate was based on the measured confidence that 

could be attached to a decision made by a mark/ space threshold 

detector. The closer a decision is made to che threshold, the 
more likely it is to be in error. In this way a prediction of 
the actual error rate could be obtained.

Humphrey (1979) developed this idea further as part of an 

experiment to monitor factors connected with errors in data 
communication, such as noise and signal levels (fig 2.2.12). 
This leads onto the more general concept of "Real Time Channel 

Estimation" or RTCE (Darnell 1975a, Darnell 1979b). RTCE brings 
together all the sounding techniques already described in this 

section in addition to the types of information mentioned in fig 
2.2.12. This provides a broader picture of the communications 
channel and the ionosphere in general. Darnell
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(1979b) presents a review of the available techniques, assesses 
the most useful ones for data communications, and lists the many

obvious advantages of RTCE over a conventional prediction based 
system.

2.3 DATA COMMUNICATIONS

HF data communications via the ionosphere have always been 

subject to errors. These are caused by such factors as noise, 

absorption, multipath and doppler spread. The aim of the 

communications engineer is to reduce the errors caused by such 
effects to a minimum. This section describes some of the methods 
devised to achieve this aim.

A block diagram of a generalised communications link is 
presented in fig 2.3.1, and the sources of error or noise in 
such a link are indicated. Maslin (1979) calculates how these 
sources affect the reliability of the link. Many workers have 

studied the general problem of how to reduce error rates and 

improve reliability, outlining possible solutions (Knudtzon 

1968, Darnell 1975b, Darnell 1979a, Sloggett 1979). These 
solutions usually fall under the general headings of techniques 

to improve the propagation of the signal (eg frequency selection 
and antenna optimisation) or techniques which increase the 
immunity of the signal to ionospheric effects (eg modulation or 

coding). The remainder of this chapter is devoted to 
combinations of these two types of approach to improving system 

performance.
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2.3.1 Frequency Selection

During an average day the optimum frequency tor radio 

communication over any given link will vary with solar zenith 

angle, thus making a change in frequency essential (fig 2.1.1). 
Ideally a station should operate close to the predicted MUF to 
reduce both multipath and absorption effects to a minimum. The 

possibility of multipath interference is reduced by operating 

close to the MUF because only one propagation mode is then 
active. The factor that relates multipath to tne operating 

frequency is the multipath reduction factor or MRF (Bailey 
1959). The factor required to provide protection against 
multipath in excess of 2ms for a given path length is plotted in 

fig 2.3.2. This concept has been extended by Salaman (1962) and 
Pickering (1975). Pickering's work introduces a similar concept 
for protection against doppler shift. The MRF sets a lower limit 
on the operating frequency for data communications for a given 

data transmission rate.
The optimum procedure for choosing the operating frequency 

is by means of real time sounding (Darnell 1979b). In this way 

it is possible to take advantage of conditions on a given day to 

reduce multipath to a minimum (eg fig 2.3.3) rather than rely on 
less accurate predictions (section 2.1.1) based on average 

conditions.

2.3.2 Diversity Operation

A well tried method of reducing the effect of multipath
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fading is that of diversity reception (Bond 1957). This 
technique relies on the change of relative phase of signal over

relatively short distances on the ground, so if two antennas are
1 ■”

spaced 100m j apart , a fade- out is unlikely to occur 
simultaneously on both. The actual recommended spacing varies 

from 10 to 20 wavelengths with an absolute minimum of 4 (HMSO 

1938). The method of combining the signals from both antennas 

has been the subject of much research. A standard tecnnique is 

the so called equal gain combiner in which each antenna is 

connected to a different receiver, the outputs of the receivers 

are combined at baseband and the amplitude of rhe combined 
signal drives a common AGC on both diversity receivers. Thus the 

stronger of the two signals will be heard and the noise will be 
reduced. Improved combiners are available for particular 

situations such as unequal strength antenna arms (Barrow 1963), 
HF interference (Gott & Dutta 1979) and frequency selective 
fading (Susans 1979)•

2.3.3 Adaptive Multipath Measurement

If the communications link is to operate on a fixed 

frequency and diversity techniques can not be applied, some 
other technique for improving performance is required. Such an 

alternative approach is to determine the mode content of the 
received signal and then by adaptively adjusting some system 
element, reduce the unwanted modes so the wanted mode is 

dominant. In this way fading and hence data errors are reduced. 

A typical example of such a system is RAKE (Price & Green
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1958). A block diagram of RAKE (fig 2.3.4) demonstrates the 

important elements of the system. Mark and Space bits are sent 
by transmitting one of two broadband reference signals. After 
transmission via the ionosphere and reception, all the signals 

from the different paths are fed into a tapped delay line. The 
tap outputs are then compared with mark and space references 
identical to those generated at the transmitter, when a good 

correlation is achieved a mark or space is said to have been 
received at that tap. The correlation pattern along the line 
will represent the time dispersion of the ionospheric channel 

(eg if only taps 1 and 3 showed good correlation then two moded 
propagation would be deduced). As the multipath arrival time 
pattern is known, the signals from the shorter ionospheric paths 

can be delayed by the line to arrive at the detector at the same 
time as those from the longer paths, thus utilising all the 
signal components for a good decision. This system works well 

but is very complex, costly, uses much bandwidth and as a result 

is badly affected by noise.
Other more recent examples of this type or approach are 

presented by Coll (1968) and Morgan (1978). Both employ tapped 

delay lines (fig 2.3.5) but rather than deriving the tap 
multiplication factors from what is essentially an in built 

sounding signal, uses an iterative search process, a simple 

example of which is given in fig 2.3.6. Tests (Morgan 1978) 

indicate that the process is capable of removing the multipath 

errors with data rates as high as 2.5 Kbaud.
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2.3.4 Steerable Antennas

When radio waves travel through the ionosphere over several 
different paths, the arrival angles of these paths at the 

receiver are different. Multipath interference can therefore be 
reduced by selecting a particular mode by means of an antenna 
having a steerable maximum in elevation angle.

Early work (Bruce 1931) describes a phased array of 

antennas which could be steered in this manner. This idea was 
further developed (Friis et al 1934, Friis & ueldman 1937) by 

investigating the arrival angle of the various modes by means of 
a pulsed sounding signal. This was first undertaken with fixed 
antennas of known radiation pattern but later with a MUSA 

(multiple unit steerable antenna) as reproduced in tig 2.3.7. 
These studies were conducted during 1935,1936 and demonstrated 
that the system worked well but was very costly to implement. 

The work described in this thesis will eventually form part of a 
modernised version of such a system which will oe capable of 
operating automatically under computer control.

Considerable attention has been given to the problem of 

determining arrival angle in both azimuth and elevation because 

of their importance in direction finding and range estimation 

(Gething 1969, Baulch & Butcher 1978, Clarke & Tibbie 1978). 
Vertical and horizontal antenna arrays have been developed which 

can detect the various elevation angles of the received 

components of a multipath signal. Clarke & Tibbie (1978) examime 

the possibility of reducing the effect of multipath
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interference by means of a steerable antenna and conclude that 

improvements can be achieved for multimode conditions out not 

for in mode fading. The time of flight and elevation angle 
differences for the wave components responsible for in mode 

fading are so small that they cannot be resolved by the antenna 
pattern. An introduction to the subject of beam forming and null 
steering is presented by Gabriel (1976).

2.3.5 Modulation Types

As mentioned briefly in section 1.3 there are many 
different methods of transmitting data in digital form over an 
HF radio link. For slow speed transmission the earliest method 

was on- off keying of the carrier wave using the Morse code. 
This provides a slow, reliable, narrow bandwidth (and hence high 
noise immunity) communications link. As a consequence of the 

need for faster communications the teletype was developed and 
FSK modulation introduced. A rather large frequency shift of 
850Hz was originally employed compared with the more narrow band 

systems currently available.
Multiple frequency shift keying or MFSK (Darnell i979a) 

increases the number of tones (one for each character) • The 

signal is decoded by means of quenched resonators. The best 

known example of this type of system is "Piccolo" (Robin et al 

1963, Bayley & Ralphs 1972) designed to provide 75 baud data 

transmission. Due the the slow (10Hz) signal rate and the 

quenched resonator method of detection, the system is very 
tolerant to noise, being more reliable than even a skilled
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Morse operator under severe noise conditions.

"Phase shift keying", PSK (Voeclcker 1960) or "differential 

phase shift keying" DPSK (Darnell 1979a) offers many advantages 
over FSK. Here the difference between a mark and a space is 

indicated by a phase shift in the received signal of 90 or 180 
degrees and therefore requires only a modest bandwidth. This 
leads to higher noise immunity and lower band congestion. 

Jones(1968) compares the effect of multipath reception on both 

FSK and DPSK modulation schemes. Error rates measured with these 
techniques are described by Ames (1969) for FSK and Goldberg 

(1961) for DPSK. Many methods have been developed to reduce 
system errors, some typical examples of these are now presented.

If a two way communications link is employed, an answer 

back feature can be built into the system. Thus, if a ulock of 
bits is received in error (detected by coding) the feedback link 
can request retransmission until the errors are eliminated. In a 

more advanced version of this method (Darnell 1981) , several 
different data rates are sent simultaneously and the feedback 
link is used to inform the transmitter of the highest data rate 

correctly received which in turn controls the starting point of 
the next block in the message.

Under multipath conditions, a high baudrate may cause 

errors due to the multipath delay being of che same order of 
magnitude as the bit length. This problem is further discussed 
in section 2.3.1. This type of multipath induced error is 

reduced in most modern systems by splitting the 3KHz channel 
into sub- channels. Thus several slow speed signals can be sent
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simultaneously in the same channel to give hign overall 
baudrate. Within the sub- channels either DPSK or PSK modulation 

schemes can be employed. The relative benefits of the various 
modulation methods are discussed by Ridout & Wheeler (1963) and 

Dripps & Rosie (1979). When interference is present all of the 

sub- channels can not be employed simultaneously (Gott & 
Stainforth 1978). Darnell (1979c) describes an in oand sub

carrier selection procedure which identifies the lease noisy 

sub- channels and communication then takes place on these.
An example of a commercial multi- channel modem is provided 

by Kineplex (Doelz et al 1957). The 3KHz voice channel is split

up into 20 tones, each working at 75 baud giving a total of 3000 
baud. As in the Piccolo system the resonator method of detection 

is employed for good noise resistance. A second example is 
provided by the AN/GSC-10 or Kathryn modem (Zimmerman & Kirsch 
1967). In this system 34 sub- channels are provided within the 

normal 3KHz voice band working up to a total data rate of 2550 
baud. Its advantage over the previous example being greater 
flexibility, allowing many different data rates and containing a 

RAKE type channel monitoring capability. The effect of selective 

fading on this modem are discussed by Bello (1965). The high 
data rates allowed by these multichannel modems enable both 

teletype messages and digitised speech to be sent through the 
same system (Strassman 1961). A comparison of che modems 
mentioned above and several other commercial units is given by 

Strussynski & Gott (1970).
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2.3.6 Soft Decisions

In a normal data demodulator a hard decision process is 
employed and a bit is defined as a *0* or a '1*. This process 

inherently discards information present in the received signal 

which could improve system reliability. To make use of this 
information a soft decision decoder is required (Darnell 1975b, 

Farrell & Monday 1979). The output of such a decoder is 
illustrated in fig 2.3.8 for a simple amplitude modulation 
scheme. A confidence factor or soft decision distance (number of 

confidence thresholds between the measured and maximum 
confidence) can thus be defined for a given oit. This 

information is of considerable value in real time channel 
evaluation techniques (Darnell 1979b).

When the confidence factor is combined with a coding 
scheme, data error correction is possible (Goodman et al 1979, 

Farrell 1979). For example, if an error detecting code 
recognises that two bit errors are present in a given olock of 
data then the two bits with the maximum soft decision aistance 

(nearest to the decision threshold) are taken to be in error and 
are therefore corrected. This gives an error correction ability 

not available with the hard decision decoder unless a higher 
level of coding is adopted.

2.3.7 Coding

When data is transmitted over a communications link it is 
important to know how many of the data bits are in error. This
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can be achieved by introducing some redundancy into the message 

in the form of a test code. The simplest form of such coding is 
known as parity checking. An extra bit is added to each data 
word to make the number of 'l*s in a word even or odd, depending 

on the type of parity employed. At the receiver the word is 
checked and if the parity is incorrect at least one bit (or any 
odd number of bits) in the word is known to be in error. This 

code is only suitable for very low error rates as an even number 

of errors can not be detected.
To overcome these deficiencies more complex codes were 

developed such as the Hamming code or the olock code. Block 
codes take the parity idea further by combining several data 
words into a block, then calculating parity sums across the rows 

and down the columns. With this matrix like rormat it is 
possible to correct data errors. Chase (1972) describes how 
block codes and soft decision information can be combined to 

yield more reliable data.

The degree of coding required to recognise errors under 
given conditions varies with those conditions. Goodman & Farrell 

(1975) describes a method for varying the redundancy to adapt to 

the changes in conditions and hence maintain efficiency.
Under normal HP conditions data errors tend co arrive in 

bursts, thus defeating a normal error detecting code. To 

overcome this the interleaving process was developed in which 
several coded blocks of data are sent bit oy bit in rotation. 

This ensures that the burst of data errors is spread out over 

several coded blocks allowing easier decoding. Examples of work
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employing this technique are presented by Fritchman & Leonard 

(1965) r Brayer & Cardinale (1967) and Pennington (1979).
To achieve high immunity and fast data rates, many advanced 

coding schemes have been developed (eg Galager, Massey, Goulay 

and BCH) and have been reviewed by Brayer (1971). It is worth 
noting that under noisy conditions error correcting codes, 
however complex, may not be the best solution for the removal of 

data errors. An evaluation of error rates in the presence of 
noise and fading by Ralphs (1971) indicated that a conventional 
FSK modulation link with advanced error detection codes was out

performed by a simple unprotected Piccolo MFSK modulation system 
(Robin et al 1963).

2.4 CONCLUSIONS

Several methods are available for improving HF 
communications system performance. These include frequency 

selection, diversity, multipath canceling, steerable antennas, 
coding and soft decision techniques. For optimum communications 

on a given path some combination of these methods would be 
required, typically frequency agility, error correcting codes 
and some form of mode selection.

Channel estimation experiments show that there is a 

dependence between the correct mode selection and a reduction in 

the recorded error rates. This is what is to be exploited in the 

present study.
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CHAPTER 3

OUTLINE OF THE PRESENT INVESTIGATION

3.1 PULSE SOUNDING FORMAT

The pulse sounding signal briefly mentioned in chapter 1 

was developed by the Royal Aircraft Establishment (RAE) as part 
of a test facility for an elevation steerable antenna. Its 
purpose is to allow the operator to determine which modes of 

propagation are present in a received signal and thus to 
evaluate the influence of a particular antenna radiation pattern 

on the mode content. The aim is to select a single optimum mode 

of the received signal to reduce multipath modal interference to 
a minimum.

The format of the pulse sounding signal is reproduced in 

fig 3.1.1a. It consists of a sounding pulse w.7ms long in the 
centre of a break in the carrier of 21.8ms. The entire sequence 
is repeated every 90ms. The pulse is of this length so that it 

can be contained within a normal voice communications channel 

(3KHz) bandwidth. The sounding pulse is made as short as 

possible to facilitate the resolution of the modes by measuring 

the times of flight of each mode. If the pulse was shorter it 

would spread over a greater bandwidth or it would be filtered 
out by a normal communications transmitter. The exact length of 

the pulse results from the availability of a commercial crystal 
whose frequency was a convenient multiple of tnat required
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(section 4.5). The duration of the gap surrounding the sounding 
pulse corresponds to the original estimate of the maximum 
possible observable delays between modes in a multimode 
situation (ie a difference of 11ms between the longest and 

shortest time of flight. The 11ms gap ensures that the sounding 
pulses are not confused with the large blocks of carrier. The 
blocks of carrier keep the automatic gain control (AGC) of a 

standard radio receiver down so the sounding pulses are clearly 
visible and the receiver does not limit. The exact lengths of 
both the gap and the carrier block are again selected for 

convenience, being 31 and 97 times the length of the sounding 

pulse respectively (31+97=128).
When the sounding signal is transmitted via the ionosphere 

(fig 1.4.3) more than one propagation path is usually possible.

In the figure 1 hop F and 2 hop F propagation paths are 
indicated. These will result in the sounding signal arriving at 

the receiver at different times and with different amplitudes 

and phases (fig 3.1.1b and 3.1.1c). With a normal 
omnidirectional antenna these two waveforms would be added 

vectorially to give fig 3.1.Id which contains sounding pulses 

from both modes. In this instance the two blocks of carrier add 

constructively but this is not always the case and cancellation 

could equally well occur. One of the main aims of this research 

project is to detect and resolve this combined signal 
automatically.

As indicated in fig 3.1.1 the transmitted pulse is 

dispersed by the process of propagation and probably to an even 
greater extent by the transmitting and receiving equipment.
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This process leads to a deterioration in the ability to resolve 
pulses with closely similar times of flight.

3.2 DATA SOUNDING FORMAT

To make a quantitative assessment of how successful the 
steerable antenna is at reducing multipath interference, a test 

data sequence was developed. This enables the reduction in error 
rate observed by employing the steerable array zo be 
quantitatively determined. The construction of the steerable 

antnna was considerably delayed and unfortunatly it was not 
available during the period of the project. As an alternative 
the test data sequence has been used to examine the correlation 

between the mode content of the signal as determined by the 
pulse injection sounding technique and the error rate.

The data sequence itself consists of 1125 Dits of on/off 

keying, a 33 bit Barker code for synchronisation, and finally a 

1023 bit pseudo random sequence (PRS) over which the error rate 
is measured (fig 3.2.1). In the RAE sounding system the data was 

sent as 75 baud FSK. Due to equipment limitations the 
transmissions observed in this thesis were all sent as CW, 

carrier on or off. By employing a micro-computer to generate the 

PRS, different data rates could easily be generated. Of these 
the most common were 50, 75 and 600 baud.

The 1125 bit on/off keying at the start of the test 

sequence is used for bit synchronisation. This length gives the 
receiving equipment time to be sure of locking on to the 
sequence. It consists of alternate *1* and *0* oits providing
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as many transitions as possible. A transition uefines the
boundary between one bit and the next, therefore it is vital to
know whe,n one arrives in order that the exact arrival rimes of 
the following bits of information can be accurately predicted. 

The next part of the test data sequence aefines the bit 
that starts the PRS itself. This is achieved oy inserting a 

Barker code synchronising block (Barker 1953) before the start 
of the PRS. A Barker sequence is a set of '1* and '0* bits which 
when correlated with itself produces a maximum when the sequence 

has been recognised and a value of 1 or w at all other times. 
Barker sequences are found to obey the following rules

1) The number of digits must be one less than an integral
multiple of four.

2) If the digits are paired counting from both ends, the odd 
pairs must be different and the even pairs alike.

The simplest patterns are 

110 
1110010 
11100010010

Longer patterns have not been found and in is considered 
unlikely that they exist although this has not been proved. The 

auto- correlation functions for the 3 bit and / bit codes are 

given in fig 3.2.2. The auto- correlation function is defined as 
the sum of all the bit comparison results, a bit comparison 
results in a *1* if the bits are alike and a *-1* if they are 

different. This provides an excellent method for syncnronising 
the start of the data as it does not aepend on detecting all
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the bits and has therefore a certain noise immunity.
For the longer sequences, the sync pulse is more aistinct 

than for the shorter sequences, therefore as long a sequence as 
possible is desirable to ensure synchronisation. The upper limit 

on the length is governed by the time taken for the computer to 
carry out the correlation.

Although the longest known Barker sequence is only 11 bits 

long, sequences with similar properties can be round by 

combining! several Barker sequences in the following way: Take a 

true Barker sequence and replace every '1' in it with a second 
Barker sequence and every '0* with the inverse of the second 
sequence. An example of this method utilising two 3 bit 
sequences can be seen in fig 3,2,3, The sequence adopted for the 

test data format combines a 3 bit and an 11 bit sequence to give 
a 33 bit sequence. This has a very distinct peak whicn enables 
the start of the data to be easily recognised (fig 3,2,4),

After the Barker code is the 1023 bit f RS, which is 
produced as follows: A ten bit shift register (fig 3,2,5) is 
initialised with all bits high. When the shift register is 

clocked the first bit is filled with the result of an exclusive 

OR of the previous bits 5 and 10, The output of the PRS 
generator is taken from the tenth element of the shift register. 

For an N bit shift register the length of the sequence produced 
is L,

L = (2**N)-1

In the present case leads to a length of 1023 bits before 
repeating. This type of sequence was chosen since it is easy
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and inexpensive to produce and also it provides a fairly typical 

random data message. The message is sent as non return to zero 
(NRZ) and is continuous. The data sequence is written out in 
hexadecimal in fig 3.2.6. Normally the entire data set including 

the on/off keying and the Barker code is sent twice with an 
intervening gap of 0.9 seconds where plain carrier is sent.

3.3 SYSTEM CALIBRATION

To check the linearity of the equipment, the entire system 

was calibrated. First the detector and the ADC ooard were 
checked for linearity with the experimental arrangement shown in 
fig 3.3.1. The 100KHz generator was fed through a stepped 
attenuator and then into the detector and the a DC to the 
computer. The computer was running a very small program that 
took the data from the input port and simply displayed it on the 

screen of the VDU, so enabling the operator to read the voltage 

measured by the ADC.
The input voltage was set at 3.5V and decremented by the 

attenuator. The results obtained are reproduced in rig 3.3.2. 
The equipment linearity is satisfactory until very low input 
voltages are reached. This results from the failure of the bias 

on the detector under these conditions. To avoid non linearities 

the experiment was arranged so that the pulse detection was 

carried out above this critical level.

The experimental configuration for the receiver calibration 

process is outlined in fig 3.3.3. The signal
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FF C7 13 B2 BB 04 7A 54
17 FA AB 00 E9 19 6B 30
63 3F 2A 99 94 FA 70 80
91 40 EE AE 67 77 3A 90
07 B7 OC 4A 59 A2 20 2E
98 BO 29 2F BC 63 76 1E
4E 58 86 FE 71 A9 42 12
OF 5C 5C 87 OA A2 F6 73
EO E4 AC BC B8 2B 66 1A
00 15 FA 39 B9 46 81 92
20 9B 4F 35 61 76 8C 27
F7 1E 07 6C 51 32 00 27
BE 2A 00 AO 20 BC FI 1F
B1 06 Al 9B 06 01 B6 BA
FO A9 OB 26 08 90 20 09
26 9A F9 8F 91 OF 87 01

Fig 3.2.6 PRS Listing
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generator, a Marconi CT 452, was set to 4.7925MHz and its output 

fed through the stepped attenuator to the antenna input of the 
RA117 receiver. This was set to mid range manual gain with one 
stop of attenuation on the input attenuator in order to stop any 

ringing. The 100KHz output was detected, digitised and fed into 

the computer for analysis as before.
The input voltage to the receiver was set to 400 microvolts 

and the attenuator stepped in 5dB increments. The results are 
presented in fig 3.3.4. This procedure was repeated several 
times with different settings on the receiver controls and 

similar results were obtained. Problems of non linearity were 
only encountered when the receiver gain was set too high where 
limiting occured. This setting was never employed ouring the 

experiments.

Throughout the experiment the signal amplitude was recorded 
in ADC units, as only relative sounding pulse amplitude was 

required. Fig 3.3.2 shows that there is a simple virtually 
linear relationship between the measured and the actual signal 
voltages through the complete system.

3.4 DEVELOPMENT OF THE EXPERIMENT

The work described in this thesis originates trom Easter 
1979 when the project was proposed to Leicester University by 
the Royal Aircraft Establishment (RAE), Farnborough, Hants. The 

aim then was to construct an electronic device capable of 
recognising the pulse sounding signal described in section 3.1, 

with the proposed elevation steerable antenna and adaptively
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controlling it to reduce multipath interference.

The progress of the work since then is presented in fig
3.4.1, The key to this diagram is given below.

1) Build a simulator (section 4.5)

2) Design and build the detector and ADC (sections 4.6,4.9)

3) Develop the data logging program (sections 5.5,5.6)
4) Run test transmissions from Oadby

5) Develop the PRS sounder (sections 4.2,5.1)
6) Design and construct the project computer (section 4.10)

7) Develop the plot programs (section 5.7)

8) Carry out experiments from Durham
9) Undertake tests with RAE from Bodo Norway

10) Receive soundings from Tromso Norway

11) Develop Cyber analysis routines (section 5.7)
12) Carry out experiments from Elgin Scotland
13) Undertake further experiments from Oadby

The implementation of the program will now be described in 

greater detail. From the start of the project it was thought 
essential that Leicester should have a unit that coulo produce 
the pulsed sounding signal. In order to achieve this a simulator 

(section 4.5) was constructed from circuit diagrams, some 
provided by the RAE and some designed at Leicester. Once this 

was nearing completion, work was started on the design and 
construction of the analogue to digital converter (ADC) and the 

detector hardware (sections 4.6 and 4.9). This was designed to a 

higher specification than was eventually required in terms of 
speed of operation to allow for future expansion.

An MSI 6800 micro-computer was employed to provide
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intelligent control of the equipment. On this computer the first 

data logging programs were developed (section 5.5). This work 
continued until about November 1980 with the program gradually 

being expanded and improved to allow different types of data 

format to be recorded and to provide greater noise immunity. 

This software was tested by connecting the simulator to the ADC 
directly. Subsequently the simulator was used to key a Heathkit 

DX60B radio transmitter at local field sites at Oadby and Earl 
Shilton.

At this stage a quantitative assessment of the effectivness 

of the project as an aid to data communications was thought 

necessary. To achieve this a new computer controlled sounder was 
developed which could produce the PRS data in addition to the 
pulse sounding signal. Once the new sounder was working and 
tested it too was deployed at the Oadby tield site for tests 
over the radio link on 4.7925MHz. The data logging software was 

then written which could recognise and decode the data test 

transmissions.
Because the MSI 6800 was now required to control a 

different experiment a replacement had to be found. As the 

software was already written for a Motorola MC6800 

microprocessor it seemed appropriate to buy a second MSI 6800. 

However, due to purely financial constraints it was necessary to 

design and build a comparable micro-computer from scratch 
(section 4.10). This proved to be quite adequate for the task in 

hand but rather less reliable than a commercial system.

By March 1980 useful results were being gained from tests 
and so programs were written which could plot out this data on
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the University mainframe computer in various formats. The system 

was now sufficiently well proven to enable information to be 
gathered over longer paths. The computer controlled sounder and 
the rack of equipment shown in fig 4.3.3 were transported to 

Durham University a short series of tests were made on 
4.7925MHz.

Also in April 1980 the RAE were running a similar series of 

tests from Bodo in northern Norway in the 15MHz band. The Durham 

results were approximatly as anticipated (section 6.2) but the 
Bodo signals contained much broader pulse returns chan were 

expected. It was essential to resolve whether the Bodo pulses 
were broadened by some ionospheric effect or were the result of 
the transmitter hardware. To this end a Heathkit DX60B 

transmitter and the simulator were sent to Tromso in northern 
Norway for comparative tests on the 14MHz band. The results of 
these tests are also presented in section 6.2.

At this stage (November 1980) the data analysis programs 
were developed on the Cyber 73 computer, initially to display 
the PRS data but later to produce in addition the pulse sounding 

statistics.
In February 1981 a series of experiments were conducted 

from the RAF Kinloss site near Elgin in Scotland. These were 

undertaken using the sounder equipment which had previously been 

installed at Durham university. These experiments provided most 
of the data analysed in this thesis. Finally tor comparative 

tests the equipment was returned to the Oadby field site in June 

1981 and after one months operation was finally closed down.
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The results of the tests described above are presented in 
detail in chapters 6 and 7.
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CHAPTER 4

EQUIPMENT

4.1 HARDWARE OVERVIEW

The hardware consists of a transmitting and a receiving 
station. The transmitting station radiates the pulse sounding 
sequences described in section 3.1 and 3.2 from the remote 

sites. The sounding sequences can be changed without any

additional hardware by means of a small dedicated computer 
(section 4.2) which is programmed to key the transmitter
(section 4.3). The transmitter consists of a low power driver 
and a high power amplifier, the 400W output of which is radiated 
from a dipole antenna.

The computer controlled receiving station automatically 
detects the sounding signal and records its parameters in
digital form. Data analysis can be carried out on line or

alternatively by the campus mainframe computer. The sounding 
signals transmitted via the ionosphere are detected oy a
computer controlled receiver (section 4.4). The 100KHz IF output

of the receiver drives both an amplitude detector (section 4.6) 

and a phase detector (section 4.7). The results from both units
are converted to digital form (section 4.9) and presented to the

computer. All data from the pulsed sounding signal and the 
amplitude modulated (AM) pseudo random data sequence reach the 
computer via this route. The data sequence
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transmitted from Bodo was sent as frequency shift keying (FSK) 

for which a separate detector was constructed (section 4.8). To 

enable re-examination of raw received data an FM tape recorder 
was connected to the amplitude detector to store the results for 

later study.
The computer (section 4.10) examines the sounding signal 

noting the amplitude, phase, and time of arrival of any sounding 

pulses present. It also measures the error rate in the pseudo 

random sequence. These results are displayed on che visual 
display unit (VDU). Finally the digital data is logged onto 

either floppy disk or nine track magnetic tape tor further 
analysis on the mainframe computer.

Before the system was applied to ionospherically propagated 

signals, tests were carried out on a more stable source to 
ensure correct operation. A pulse sounding simulator was 

therefore built, and a general purpose micro-computer was 
programmed to simulate the data transmissions (section 4.5). The 
system configuration is presented in block diagram form in fig
4.1.1.

4.2 PROGRAMMABLE SOUNDER

The programmable pulse form generator was developed around 
a Motorola 6800 based micro-computer, containing a clock, 
support chips, two digital to analogue converters and 768 bytes 

of random access memory (RAM) in MC6810 chips, programs are 

stored in up to six MC6834 UV eraseable read only memory (EPROM) 
chips giving a total maximum program size of 6K bytes.
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To interface with the rest of the receiving station, three 

MC6820 parallel interface adapters (PIA) were provided giving up 

to 54 bidirectional control lines.
As the system was operated without supervision at remote 

field sites where power could possibly fail for short periods, 
an automatic restart facility was included. The sounding 
software was written into EPROM and is discussed further in 

section 5.1.
The design of the interface between the computer and the 

radio transmitter is given in fig 4.2.1. The correct timing for 

the sounding signal in generated by applying a non maskable 

interrupt (NMI) to the microprocessor every 0.703ms. The exact 
interrupt frequency of 1.4222 KHz results from a convenient 

subdivision of the crystal frequency reference. These interrupt 

pulses cause the program to switch the CA2 line from one of the 
PIAs, low for 97 cycles, high for 15, low for 1, high for 15 and 
then repeat, thus generating the pulse sounding signal. The CA2 

line then keys the transmitter on and off with a transistor 
switch. One of the nine different sounding patterns can be 

selected by a thumbwheel switch on the front panel. The 

frequency of the crystal oscillator was chosen co enable the 
test transmissions from RAE Farnborough to be monitored.

4.3 RADIO TRANSMITTER

The sounding sequence generated by the micro-computer 
drives a Heathkit DX60B radio transmitter. The UX60B is an 
amateur band transmitter modified to produce about z(3W on our
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allocated frequency of 4.7925MHz. The output of the DX60B is fed 

into a Redifon GA406 linear amplifier producing a CW power 

output of about 400W. The amplifier output is matched to the 
antenna by means of a KW E-Zee Match aerial tuning unit (ATU).

A cut out circuit was designed which turns off the 

transmitter if the SWR exceeds a preset level. The circuit 
diagram for this unit is given in fig 4.3.1. The unit also 

automatically breaks the transmission for five minutes after a 

power failure. The forward and reflected power rrom the 
transmitter is measured by a sense wire running inside the 

coaxial line. The SWR voltage generated is buffered, displayed 
and then compared with a preset level. If the measured level is 
above the preset value the 'fault' LED operates and relay RL2 

cuts off the key signal to the DX60B. Tne key is cut off for 
five minutes after which time the SWR is measured again. If 
conditions have returned to normal the transmitter will 

automatically restart. However should the fault persist the 

transmitter will not be damaged.
The configuration of the transmitting station is summarised 

in fig4.3.2 and 4.3.3.

4.4 RADIO RECEIVER

A frequency of 4.7925MHz was allocated for the present 
work. In addition to this frequencies in the 6MHz, 14MHz, 15MHz 

and 18MHz bands were utilised in cooperation with RAE 
Farnborough.

The first receiver to be employed was a Racal RA117. This
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was a general purpose HF receiver for which the band pass filter 

was variable from 100Hz to 12KHz and the gain controlled

either manually or by means of the automatic gain control (AGC), 

The 100KHZ IF output was fed to the external detection system 

described in section 4.6. This receiver is quite adequate for 
amplitude measurements but is not suitable for phase 
measurements because of its free running local oscillator. For 

phase the receiver requires a locked reference 100KHz which can

be compared to the 100KHz IF output. An kA 117 slave receiver, 
tuned by generating the first and second VFOs rrom external 

synthesisers proved to be suitable. The receiver computer, 

interface configuration is illustrated in fig 4.4.1
The two synthesisers are set up with a remote control 

facility. The operating frequency is typed into the project 
computer which determines the frequencies required for the two 
VFOs. It then outputs these frequencies as binary coded decimal 

(BCD) to the interface electronics. The BCD information is 

latched and loaded out to the synthesisers in rhe correct 
format. The computer simplifies the receiver tuning considerably 

since the first and second VFOs are calculated automatically.

4.5 SIMULATOR HARDWARE

The simulator hardware (fig 4.5.1) performs three main functions

1) Keying the Heathkit DX60B transmitter with the pulse 

sounding signal.
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2) Generating the audio frequency output suitable for 

modulating a standard aircraft transmitter.
3) Simulating the output of an RA117 under either one or two

mode propagation conditions with any relative time or 

phase delay between modes.

The simulator a master oscillator driving two identical 
pulse sounding generators. Each generator produces a signal

similar to the receiver IF output. These are added in a signal
combiner to simulate two mode propagation. In addition to the 
signal output each generator produces an envelope waveform. One 

of these gates an audio frequency signal to operate a radio 
transmitter from the microphone input. The second envelope 
output controls a transistor switch which keys the DX60B.

The master clock unit (fig 4.5.2) consists of a 3.2768MHz 
crystal oscillator which is divided down to give 1.4222KHz and 
102.4KHZ with division ratios of 2304 and 32 respectively. The 

sounding sequence is generated from the 1.4222KHZ waveform and 
the 102.4KHZ simulates the RA117 100KHz output, by applying a 
logic phase shifter to each of these frequencies, two phase 

independent versions of each are supplied from the clock unit.

Fig 4.5.3 is the circuit diagram of the pulse generator. 
The 1.4222KHZ clock input triggers a group of counters and 

dividers. The outputs of these are gated together to produce an 
envelope signal which is high for 97 cycles, low for 15, high 

for 1, low for 15 and repeating as required.

The signal then gates the 102.4KHz form the clock unit when 
the envelope signal is high. The final analogue switch and 
potential dividers make the output oscillate between 0 and 7.5V
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when the envelope is high and sit at half level when the 

envelope is low. This is to produce an output compatible with 
that of the RA117.

The reset unit (fig 4.5.4) consists of a criggerable 

monostable of variable time constant. This disables che clock 
input to the second pulse generator for a short period thus 
shifting its time reference relative to the first. By making the 

monostable period shorter than the clock period. The direction 

of shift can be reversed.
The audio output and filters (fig 4.5.5) switch the 

1.4222KHZ clock in a similar manner to the pulse generator 

switching of the 100KHz clock. The output is filtered to remove 
high frequencies and provide a balanced output for modulating a 

transmitter.
The signal adder (fig 4.5.6) is a simple operational 

amplifier circuit. The relative gains of the two input channels 

are determined by the 50K variable resistors. If a single path 

is to be investigated, the input to the first channel is simply 
disconnected.

The preferred method of modulation is the transmitter key 
rather than the audio output since the pulses produced are 

sharper and give improved time resolution in the sounding mode 

of operation. This is accomplished with a CMOS controlled solid 

state switch (fig 4.5.7)

The pseudo random data sequence is simulated oy a 

commercial general purpose micro-computer. This is an MSI 6800 
with BK of RAM, 3 ACIAs, 2 PIAs and 4K of ROM. The computer 
runs an almost identical program to that in che programmable
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sounder with several small differences as indicated below

1) The sequence number is input via a vDU rather than a 
swi tch.

2) The timing source is taken from the analogue to digital 

converter rather than an internal oscillator.
3) The output comes directly from a PIA as a TTL signal 

rather than through a modulator and detection process.

The program developed for this unit is described in section 5.1.

4.6 AMPLITUDE DETECTOR

The detector circuit (fig 4.6.1) is basically a diode 
envelope detector. Both input and output have 741 buffer 
amplifiers of variable gain in order to provide the optimum 
signal strength into the ADC.

4.7 PHASE DETECTOR

The phase detector (fig 4.7.1) measures in arbitrary units 
the phase difference between the incoming signal and a 100KHz 
reference waveform from the dividing logic. The input signal is 

first buffered. If it is of sufficient amplitude it is then fed 

to a second buffer and a discrete network to convert the 
incoming waveform to a standard TTL level. If the input signal 
is of poor quality or of rapidly changing amplitude a phase lock 

loop (PLL) is inserted between the buffers. This produces a 
100KHZ output locked to the input signal and with higher
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immunity to noise and level changes. The PLL needs 10 cycles to 

lock onto the input.
The reference 100KHz is also buffered and limited to TTL 

levels. Both 100KHz signals then feed an edge triggered flip 

flop constructed to 'set* on a high to low transition rrom the 
signal and to 'clear' on a similar transition rrom the 
reference. The phase is measured as the number of cycles of a 

10MHz waveform, counted while the flip flop is set. When the 
counting is completed the result is loaded into latches and the 
counters cleared for the next cycle. The result latches can then 

be read by the computer. A meter gives the operator a guide to 
the mark-space ratio of the flip flop output and hence the 
phase. This is most useful when accurately tuning the receiver 

by observation of the beat frequency.
The phase of the received sounding signal provides valuable 

information regarding the stability of the propagation path. The 

phase is read by triggering the phase detector on the edge of 
the received pulse. The computer is too slow to measure close to 
the leading edge of the pulse. This difficulty is overcome by 

constructing a hardware comparator (fig 4.7.2). The output of 

the ADC is compared with a preset digital value from a DIL 
switch. Once the signal exceeds this level a monostable of 

variable time constant is triggered. This in turn clears a flip 
flop which locks the phaèe latches hence taking a 'snap shot' of 

the phase at a known time from the begining of a pulse. The PIA 

control lines CAl and CA2 determne whether the phase measurement 

is continuous or sinsle shot as described above.
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4.8 FSK DETECTOR

Pseudo random data sequences were transmitted in FSK by RAE 
Farnborough and a demodulator was built to detect them. This 

unit (fig 4.8.1) takes the input signal (detected 100KHz), 
limits it to give a standard amplitude, then buffers it into the 

two high Q tuned circuits set at standard frequencies of 1275Hz 

and 2115 Hz. Thus one oscillator resonates on mark and the other 
on space. This sends the input of the 741 slicing amplifier 
either high or low. The output of this amplifier is then 

converted to TTL levels and can be input to either the computer 
or the ADC for analysis

4.9 ANALOGUE TO DIGITAL CONVERTER

The analogue to digital converter (ADC) board (fig 4.9.1) 

is built around the Datel ADC-EHB2-6001 chip which can produce 
an eight bit conversion in 4 microseconds. This digital value is 

fed to the computer through the A word of the first PIA.

The analogue input to the board is buffered to vary between 
0 and 10V (the input range of the ADC chip). To keep che level 
into the ADC constant during a conversion the analogue signal is 

fed through a sample and hold chip (SHM-IC-1) . The SHM chip 

contains a small capacitor and a buffer. It effectively samples 

by charging up the capacitor to the input voltage very quickly, 

then disconnecting the input. The voltage on tne capacitor is 
then buffered out.

Also contained on the ADC board is the control clock for
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the ADC and the project computer. The master clock is che same 

as in the sounder (ie a 3.2768MHz crystal oscillator). This is 

fed into a divide by 16 chip and a series of programmable 
dividers. The counters are set by OIL switches to give one 

sample every 87.9 microseconds. This gives exactly eight samples 
per sounding pulse. The monostable integrated circuits "-ontrol 
the timing of the ADC and the sample and hold. First a 4 

microsecond pulse is sent to the SIIM-IC-1 then a 100 nanosecond 

pulse to the ADC. This ensures the ADC only operates when the 
sample and hold is in the hold mode.

The final three dividers count the ADC trigger pulses to 
provide an external clock for the project computer. Tnis clock 
instructs the processor when to read the ADC and when to expect 

a carrier break. The clock can be reset by the processor through 

the PIA control line CB2.

4.10 PROJECT COMPUTER

Initially the MSI 6800 described in section 4.5 was the 

control computer for this project. This machine was needed for 
other work and so a replacement was constructed. A block diagram 
of the new control computer is given in fig 4.10.1. Toe system 

IS built around the S50 bus common to most 6800 based computers. 
A bus or mother board carries power, address, data and interrupt 
information between the processor board and any other Doard in 

the system.
The CPU board contains the MC6800 microprocessor itself and 

an ACIA (asynchronus communications interface adapter)
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which connects the computer to the VDU. Also on the processor 

board are IK of RAM and up to 6K of EPROM. Contained within the 

EPROM space is a small monitor program named lonbug 1.2. lonbug 

enables the operator to examine and change the contents of any 

location in the computer.
Each board in the computer has its own address, for example 

to access a memory location on an 8K RAM board, the address of 

the location is put, by the processor, onto the address bus and 
the data from that location passes back along the data bus to 
the processor board. The two 8K RAM and the 16K RAM boards are 

simply extensions of the IK memory on the processor board. The 
8K boards were constructed for the project at Leicester while 
the 16K board is a commercial product. They occupy hex addresses

from 0000 to 7FFF and are employed for storing both programs and 
received data before writing it to tape or floppy disk.

The disk controller board is again a commercial unit 

located at address 8000 hex. It takes data trom the bus and 
places it in file format on the floppy disks . It can also load 
programs stored on disk into RAM, checking for errors on both 

the disk and in memory as it does so. The disk unit itself is a 

'Smoke Signal Broadcasting BFD-3D* triple drive double sided 

minifloppy, each drive being able to store up to 256K.

The frontj panel enables the operator to reset or interrupt 
the processor manually. To drive the computer a power supply was 
constructed capable of providing 10A at 8V which is regulated 

down to 5v TTL. 15V and -15V at lA supply the RS232 interface 
and EPROM chips. A memory map is given in fig 4.10.2
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which summarises the system configuration.

All input/output other than that to the VDU goes through 
the input/output mother board. This is similar in function to 
the main mother board but contains fewer lines. Attacned to it 

are two ACIA boards, the first of which connects the computer to 

a cassette recorder for backup storage of programs and data. The 
second ACIA board communicates with the CDC Cyber 73 mainframe 
for direct program and data transfer.

Two double PIA boards are also connected to the 
input/output mother board. Each of these contains two PIA chips 

giving a total of 32 individually programmable input or output 
lines. The first board reads data from the ADC, clock and phase 
detector. The second board controls the synthesisers which drive 

the programmable receiver.
The final element of the hardware is a rimed interrupter 

(fig 4.10.3). This consists of a IMHz crystal oscillator driving 

six divide by ten counters. The outputs of rhe last five 

dividers give square waves of frequencies from IHz to i0KHz. A 
multiway switch on the back panel selects which of these is fed 

through a BC108 transistor to drive either the nMI or the IRQ 
interrupt line.

With the interrupter set to IHz it is employed to update a 

time of day clock. When an interrupt is received the program 

jumps to a service routine which increments the seconds counter 

thus enabling data and time of day to be recorded together 

automatically.
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4.11 SYSTEM RELIABILLITY

The transmitting station equipment proved to be extremely 
reliable and only one major breakdown and three minor faults 

occured during the entire period of operation. The first fault 
was caused by one of the EPROMs suffering a bit error making the 
pulse sounding speed up fractionally. This led to the drifting 

phenomenon discussed in section 6.5. Later an intermittent fault 

was noticed in reading the thumbwheel switch sequence selector. 
This resulted in an incorrect sequence being keyed. A second 

attempt to read the switch usually cured the problem.
In the radio transmitter hardware the GEC synthesiser 

occasionally went out of lock. This was rectified by buffering 

the output to prevent overloading. The only major fault occured 
in the Redifon high power transmitter where the high tension 
transformer failed. This resulted in the transmitter being out 

of service for several months while the transformer was 
replaced.

At the receiving station most of the commercial equipment 

worked without fault. Slight lock problems were encountered with 

one of the Adret synthesisers. This was traced co a faulty 
circuit card and did not cause any loss of data. The analogue to 

digital converter and simulator hardware, both designed and 

built at Leicester functioned well throughout.
The phase detector was found to work correctly for strong 

continuous signals. The results obtained from pulsed work were 

more difficult to interpret due to a heavy amplitude dependence
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and low noise tolerance. The phase lock loop which was inserted 

to combat this proved inadequate hence the lacK of meaningful 
phase data for low amplitude signals.

The project computer was the least reliable part of the 

system. One months effort was necessary after construction to 
get it working and some new fault developed on average once 
every three weeks after that time. These faults were generally 

traced to either the processor board or the in house memory 
boards.

The design of the Leicester built computer was basically 

correct but it lacked the high quality robust construction of a 

commercial product. Small scale printed circuit board (PCB) 
production techniques and inexperience in board design caused 

many problems as indicated below
1) Thin tracks on the PCB led to hign resistive losses and 

many breaks.

2) The lack of plated through holes on the PCB led to larger 

board size and an increase in the number of soldered links 
and hence the possibility of dry joints etc.

3) As the circuit boards were large and not securely mounted 

flexing and vibration led to a general weakening of the 
soldered joints as well as increasing the problems caused 

by the thin tracks.
4) For economic reasons the 8K memory boards were designed 

around the 2102 (1024 bit) RAM chip, rather than the more 

expensive 2114 (4*1024 bit) type. This led to an 

excessively high chip count, high power consumption and a 
large board size thus aggravating the other faults. Also
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much difficulty was encountered purchasing the high speed 
version of this chip which virtually went out of 

production once the project started.
The above faults could be tolerated at standard speed 

operation. To accomplish the real time processing however it was 

necessary for the CPU clock frequency to be 'increased from IMHz 
to 2MHz. This is available on a commercial system but it proved 

impossible to raise the in house computer above 1.5MHz. Even at

this speed the memory boards imtermittently failed on certain 
locations thus causing the disk operating system to crash and 

faulty data to be logged. Examples of this can be most: clearly 
seen in the bottom right hand corner of many of the waterfall 
graphs in chapter 6 (eg fig 6.2.5)

The trouble with the computing element of che project 
stemmed from the false economy of building a computer rather 
than buying an available commercial unit costing only J0% more 

than the cost of the components used.
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CHAPTER 5

PROJECT SOFTWARE

5.0 PROGRAM OVERVIEW

The programs or software employed on this project will be 
described in the same order as the hardware in the previous 
chapter. They fall into three groups as indicated below

1) Control software for the programmable sounder and the MSI 
6800. This section also includes the software to drive the 
synthesisers and hence the slave RA117 at rhe receiving

station.
2) Data collection and logging software. This software

recognises the pulse sounding signal (section 5.3) and 

also the pseudo random data sequence (section 5.4). These 

two routines leave the received data in che main RAM
memory of the project computer. There is only limited

space in the computer for this data and consequently it 
has to be placed as quickly as possible onto a larger 
temporary storage area, such as floppy disk or magnetic 

tape. The programs to implement the transfer are described 
in section 5.5.

3) Analysis and presentation of data. After collecting the 

data it is analysed and plotted out as follows. First the 
data is retrieved from the floppy disk and sent down to 
the Cyber 73 mainframe computer via a slow speed serial
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line or on magnetic tape (section 5.6). The data is then 

checked for errors caused by the transfer process and then 

plotted out in graphical form (section 5.7). Also at this 
time further analysis of the results can oe undertaken, 

for example, examination of burst errors in rhe pseudo 

random sequence or the determination of the mode content 
of the pulse sounding.

5.1 PROGRAMMABLE SOUNDER

The program which controls the sounder is outlined in fig
5.1.1 and is fully reproduced as appendix I. The subroutine flow 
diagrams are presented in fig 5.1.2.

When the processor is reset or power is restored after a 
failure, the program goes through the restart procedure. This 
first involves setting up the interrupt routine. All timing in 

the program is done by interrupts supplied by the external 
electronics. To achieve this the program waits until an 

interrupt is received before continuing execution hence locking 

the program running speed to an external standard. The startup 
routine also initialises the PIA to output control signals to 
operate the transmitter and finally to accept information from 

the BCD switch within the additional electronics.
The program then reads the number of the sequence from the 

BCD switch and jumps to the relevant routine (seq 0 to seq 7) . 

The most simple of these is sequence 1. This sends the callsign 

G9BLD in Morse code followed by about an hour of pulse sounding. 
This is repeated until the processor is reset tor a
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new sequence. Sequence 0 is useful in setting up the equipment. 

As with sequence 1 it starts by keying G9BLD in Morse code 
followed by 18 seconds of pulse sounding and 159 seconds of 
carrier on. The entire sequence repeats until stopped by reset.

The other sequences are for use with the aata and error 
detection parts of the project. Sequences 2,3 and 4 as before 
send G9BLD every hour. Throughout the rest of the time they 

alternate, sending a minute of silence followed by a minute of 

data. The difference between the three sequences is that 2 sends 

at 50 baud, 3 at 75 baud and 4 at 600 baud. Sequences 5,6 and 7 

are the same as 2,3 and 4 except that in place of the one minute 
break in transmission are 5 seconds of silence, 50 seconds of 
pulse sounding and a further 5 seconds of silence. These 

sequences are summarised in the table below.
Sequence Number Description
0 G9BLD

18 sec pulse sounding 
159 sec carrier 
repeat

1 G9BLD
1 hour pulse sounding 
repeat

2,3,4 G9BLD

1 hour 1 min break

1 min data sounding 

repeat

repeat
2=50 baud, 3=75 baud, 4=600 baud 
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5,6,7 G9BLD

1 hour 5 sec break
50 sec pulse sounding 
5 sec break 

1 min data sounding 

repeat
repeat

5=50 baud, 6=75 baud, 7=600 baud

The data sequence itself is made up of 3 sections

1) 1125 bits of on/off keying are first sent to synchronise 
the transmitter and the receiver so the latter knows when 
a data bit will arrive.

2) To enable the receiver to lock onto the start of the 
message a 33 bit Barker sequence is sent (E25C48768 hex).

3) After this synchronisation sequence comes the rest data 

message itself.

This message consists of a 1023 bit pseudo random data 
sequence (PRS), produced from the output of a shift register. 

The feedback to the input is provided by an exclusive OR gate 
fed from bits 5 and 10 of the shift register. In the program the 
PRS is actually stored in PROM rather than ueing generated at 

run time, for ease of checking. An assembly listing of the 
program is given as appendix I. The data and pulse sounding 
sequences are described in greater detail in sections 5.4 and 

5.3 respectively.
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5.2 RECEIVER CONTROL

The computer controlled receiver described in section 4.3 
is operated by several control routines located in EPROM on the 

project computer CPU board. The routines can either be called 
from a control program or from a small driving program also 
located in EPROM. The driving program recognises che command 

characters M , F , S , w h i c h  produce the following action

Command Action

M Return to the monitor

F Input new frequency
S Review the receiver status

+ Scan up in frequency
- Scan down in frequency

Stop scan

A new frequency is entered as MM.HHHHHH wnere MM are the 
MHz digits and HHHHHH are the Hz digits. The first receiver VFO 

is then calculated.

VF01= ((MM/2)+20.25) MHz
Then the second.

VF02= (4.599902-0.HHHHHH) MHz

The two VFO frequencies are then loaded into the 
interface electronics and finally both the required frequency 

and the two VFO frequencies are displayed on the control VDU.

After a *+* or *-* scan command a two digit hex number is 
input. This number is in Hz and is either added to or
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subtracted from the current frequency. The result is then fed 

back into the program to set up VFOl and VF02 which then control 

the receiver. The program is given as a ulock diagram in fig
5.2.1 and in full as appendix II.

5.3 PULSE DETECTION

A block diagram of the pulse data collecting software 
together with a diagram of a simplified pulse waveform is 
reproduced in fig 5.3.1. The analogue to digital converter 

supplies a new sample every 89.9 microseconds. The pulse 
detecting program must first recognise the break after the large 

block of carrier in the pulse sounding waveform. This is 
achieved by setting a trigger level above which the carrier is 
defined as present.

As each of the samples are read, a counter in the computer 

is incremented up to a maximum value of i28 if the carrier is 
above the trigger level and decremented to a minimum value of 
zero if the carrier is below the trigger level. During the 

on/off transition which is to be located the counter sould go 

from 128 to 0 in 128 samples. Allowing for noise and 
interference the program willjrecognise a transition if it is 

completed within 150 samples.
Having successfully recognised the transition (A,B) the 

program then inspects the incoming waveform over a complete 

cycle (C,E) and checks that the format is chat expected for 
pulse sounding (ie approximatly 69ms high followed by 22ms low). 

This procedure ensures that transition (A,B) belongs co
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A B C

Va It for the next pulse to arrive (F)

Collect 256 ADC samples (F, G)

Check for pulse format (C-E)

Look for pulses

Look for carrier break (A,B)

Start

Print out results

Fig 5.3.1 PuLse Data Collection
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the pulse sounding rather than to the data sequence or the 
callsign.

If this test succeeds the program waits for 67ms (point F) 
and then reads 256 values from the ADC and stores them in main 

memory. Depending upon which control program is in use (section 
5.5) the data from as many as 64 successive pulses can be stored 
in memory until this space has been exhausted, unce the first 

set of pulses has been found using the technique outlined above 

all further pulses are logged by waiting 69ms and then taking a 
further 256 ADC samples. Thus all the sets of pulse information 

are synchronised to the arrival time of the rirst, so if for 
example, a fade occured during the period of logging, continuity 
would be maintained. Examples of this effect can be seen in 
chapter 6.

Once the pulse set has been captured, several possible 
options are available to the program. Usually the ADC points are 

stored on floppy disk or magnetic tape, then plotted out and 
analysed by the Cyber 73 mainframe computer. It is also possible 
for the project computer to analyse the returned pulse and 

display the relative amplitudes and arrival times of the 

propagation modes present. To reduce the effect of random noise 

eight consecutive pulse data sets are averaged and the search 

for the pulses is conducted on this. A simplified flow diagram 
of this process is presented in fig 5.3.2. The program searches 

through the data set first looking for the signal to go low (A) 

and only then starts to search for pulses. A pulse is defined as 
a group of more than one data points above the trigger level. 
When a pulse is found, its peak (C) is taken to define
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the time of arrival and amplitude. This process is repeated 

until the program meets either the start of uhe carrier block 

(E) or the end of the data set (F)• up to eight pulses can be 
detected using this software.

Two improvements were later added to this aetection 

method. Firstly the time of arrival was redefined as the instant 
half way between the times where the signal crossed half the 

maximum level. This ensures that the time of arrival is less 

susceptible to the noise on the flat peak of the sounding pulse. 
The second improvement enabled the program to separate two 

pulses arriving so close together that the signal did not fall 
below the trigger level in the interval between them. To 
recognise this effect, the requirement for the signal to fall 

below the trigger level was replaced by the need for the signal 
to drop at least 20 points below the adjacent pulses. The 
measured amplitude and time information is then displayed on the 

control VDU.

5.4 PSEUDO RANDOM DATA DETECTION

The data format chosen to examine the errors in the 
received signal is described in section 3.2. The objective is to 

read the 1023 bit PRS and thus measure che error rate. This 
requires that the exact starting time is determined. This is 
achieved in two separate operations

1) On/off keying. A transition from a *1* (voltage above the 

trigger level) to a *0* (voltage below the trigger level) 
is detected and taken to be the start of a bit of
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information. The next eight bits of information are then 

read. If these bits form the word (01010101) then bit 

synchronisation has been achieved. If however at any point 

in this sequence an error bit is found the program returns 

to the begining (fig 5.4.1).

2) Barker sequence. Once bit synchronisation occurs the 
program starts looking for the Barker sequence which 

indicates the start of the 1023 bit PRS (fig 5.4.2). The 
Barker sequence contains 33 bits of information in the 
pattern (11100010010, 11100010010, 00011101101). This is

made up of three 11 bit Barker sequences. For greater 

clarity only one of these is shown in tig 5.4.2. The 
reasons for employing a sequence of this type are 

discussed in section 3.2. The incoming signals trom the 
ADC are converted by the program into *1* or *0' data bits 
which are fed into the software equivalent of a shift 

register, (actually a continuous loop of memory). After 
the latest bit has been added to this loop by clocking the 
shift register the contents are compared with che known 

values of the Barker sequence. If the sequence has been 
received correctly the result will be 33, one for each 
correct bit. As over an ionospherically propagated path 

errors are likely, a threshold of 25 is set over which the 

Barker code is said to have been recognised. If the result 

of the comparison yields a value of less chan 25 the 

Barker code has not been found and therefore the next bit 
of data is clocked into the shift register and the test 
repeats. The implementation
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uf this routine is the most difficult part of the entire 

process involving 33 comparisons plus the associated 
instructions to set up addresses and collect the data bit 
taking place within 1.6ms (1 bit at 600 oaud). Ideally a 

faster microprocessor or some hard wired logic would have 
been useful to accomplish this as the computer system 
described in section 4.10 becomes rather unreliable at 

high speed.
Once the Barker code has been recognised the program reads 

the 1023 bit PRS into main memory. When this has finished the 

contents of memory are compared bit by bit with the known 
composition of the data sequence which is stored in EPROM. The 
number of bit errors is then displayed on the VDU connected to 
the project computer.

5.5 DATA LOGGING

The data is stored in the project computer RAM memory. 
Since only a limited amount of space is available here (16K) it 

has to be transferred onto either floppy disk or tape. To put a 

character onto the disk the only steps needed are first to 
transfer the data from memory into the A register of the MC6800 

microprocessor and secondly to call the subroutine DFM which was 

supplied as part of the commercial disk operating system (DOS).

All the routines required to take the data from the 

receiver and put it onto disk are contained within one program 

which is reproduced in full in appendix III. The program is
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driven by a questionnaire type command structure. The first 

question is whether to place the data on tape, VDU, or disk and 

if onto disk under what file name. The second question asks what 
type of data is required. The possible responses and the actions 

they produce are outlined below.
A - will accept data from the ADC until memory is full, 

then dump this information to floppy disk. The data aquisition 

rate is set as one sample every (N * 89.9) microseconds, where N 
can be input from the terminal and is an integer between 1 and 
256. 16384 samples of amplitude information can be taxen which 

depending on N gives a time window from 1.46 seconds to 6 
minutes 13 seconds. This routine is particularly useful for 
recording data of unknown format or when investigating the 

amplitude variations over an entire cycle rather than ]ust the 
period around the sounding pulse.

M - will store 64 of the 256 byte oata sets described in 

section 5.3. The time covered by the 64 oata sets is 
approximately six seconds. Observations have shown that during 
this time modes of propagation can noticeably tade out or 

strengthen, thus causing the trigger time to vary witn respect 

to the transmitted signal envelope. As this would make it 
difficult to compare successive sets of data, all the data sets 

are synchronised with the arrival time of the first. This type 

of file allows easy investigation of the variation of 
propagation conditions under noise or fading. If both amplitude 

and phase information are required only 32 data sets can be 
held.

E - has approximatly the same function as M but takes only
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eight data sets rather than 64 and is mainly used for 

demonstration purposes.
D - collects two data sets of PRS data (described in 

section 5.4) and then calculates the number of received errors. 

The data sets are then stored on floppy aisk or magnetic tape 

for later more detailed analysis. The program then waits for a 
further set of data to arrive and then repeats the process until 

it fills the available storage space. This data logging routine 

corresponds to sequences 2, 3 and 4 in section 5.1.
B - collects both pulse and PRS data so that some 

comparison can be made between the amplitude stability of the 
incoming modes and the errors detected in the f RS data. To do 
this the program reads two sets of PRS data from the ADC, then 

stores these in main memory. After this it reads eight 
sequential sets of pulse sounding data as in the E command. Both 
the pulse and PRS data are then stored on disk or tape as one 

block of information and the program returns to look for the 

next burst of data.
Of the remaining commands T tests the interrupt timer and S 

activates the program described in section 5.3. The following 

five questions are asked by the computer to set up parameters 
inside the program. They are

1) Should the program echo the logged data to the control VDU

2) Which of the antenna inputs to the receiver should be used

3) Is phase information required ?
4) What is N ? (Data type A only )
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5) What is the data baud rate ?

Finally the program requests the time, date, transmitter 
site, callsign, operating frequency and a forty character text 
buffer for comments. The receiver frequency is then set up, the 

interrupt clock is initialised and all the above information is 
put onto the disk or tape in a standard format irrespective of 
the data that follows. This forms a header which will enable 

future programs working on the file to décide which type of data 
it contains.

The data set is then put onto either aisk or tape as 

compressed ASCII code or as HEX digits. It is more efficient to 

dump hex digits as each data point is stored in only eight bits. 
However it is harder to decode than ASCII especially for the 

more complicated formats such as B type data. ASCII dumping 
occupies more disk space (12 bits per point) but makes decoding 
easier, moreover with the greater redundancy error checking is 

much more simple. The program that collects, analyses and logs 
the data is given as appendix III.

5.6 DATA DUMPING

Data sets collected by the above routines and stored on 

disk have next to be transferred to the uyber 73 for further 
analysis and graph plotting. Three methods are available, a) 

cassette tape, b) down line loading, c) nine crack magnetic 

tape.

a) Initially the data sets were taken from the disk to the 
Cyber by reading the information character by character through
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Texas 733 electronic data terminal at a constant rate of 1200 

baud. The cassettes written by the Texas 733 are of a format 

readable by the mainframe computer.
b) Down line dumping involves the same procedure as 

described above but with the data being transferred via a serial 
line into the Cyber. All the early experimental results from 
Tromso and some of the Elgin work was processed in this way. The 

very slow dumping rate that could be achieved, only about 350 

baud, meant that a disk would take approximatly five hours to 
dump, thus occupying a much needed line for an extended period. 

After dumping finished the project computer was programmed to 
send an end of text character to the Cyber followed by a message 
to save the data set as a permanent file. A further problem 

found with this method is that should either the micro-computer 

or the mainframe crash during the period of the dump the entire 
contents of the file would be lost and the process would have to 
be restarted.

c) Towards the end of the Elgin experimental work a nine 
track magnetic tape deck became available as a route to the 

Cyber. This unit consists of an EMI data 800 deck controlled by 
a micro-computer (identical to the project computer) which was 

programmed to accept characters from a serial line. The tape 

deck is easily able to accept characters at y600 baud and 

therefore considerably speeded up the dumping process.
All data sent to the Cyber is coded in ASCII as this makes 

reading easier and there is no space constraint on the magnetic 
tape, as in the case of floppy disks. The dumping program reads 
the header line to discover in what code che disk is written
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and then converts it to ASCII if necessary. A final version of 
the dumping program is given as appendix IV.

5.7 DATA ANALYSIS

Most of the data analysis performed on the information from 
the magnetic tape is done by the program PLOT, given in full as 

appendix V. The four major types of data dealt with by plot are 

A, M, B and R. A, M, and B have already been described in 
section 5.5 and R is a simulated data type described in greater 

detail in section 5.7.4.

5.7.1 A Format

The A format consists of the normal header information 
followed by the ADC samples in rows of 16. The analysis program 

takes in the header information and writes out rhe callsign, 
transmitter site, time, date, frequency and comment line at the 

bottom of the graph. It then draws the axes and calculates the 
time scale from the given sample rate. Finally the ADC samples 
are plotted out. An example of this type of plot is given as fig 
5.7.1. This is a test plot of simulated oata produced by the 

unit described in section 4.4.

5.7.2 M Format

The M format consists of 64 sets of 256 data points which 
are plotted out in a waterfall style graph, an example of which
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is given in fig 5.7.2. This graph is again of simulated data, 
hence the good signal to noise ratio. The scales on this plot 
are as follows. The vertical axis marked ( rime * 90ms ) 
indicates that each pulse record displayed is separated in time 

by 90ms. The horizontal axis also presents time but, is scaled 

in distance traveled in that time by a radio wave in free space. 
This is useful when investigating the differences in path length 

between two different modes of propagation. In addition to 
plotting the graphs the program also analyses the pulse sounding 

data by repeating the process described in section 5.3 to find 
the arrival times and amplitudes for all the pulses. Having 
located the pulses, the computer, using a pre-programmed model 
of the ionospheric path, predicts which modes of propagation are 

present. It also provides an estimate of how reliable the 
prediction is. This process is described in greater detail in 
section 6.7. The program then goes on to produce the rollowing 

statistics
1) Number of modes present.
2) Likelihood of multimode fading (see section 6.7).

3) Average amplitude level.

4) Percentage power of the signal in the secondary modes.

5) Expected data error rate (see section 5.7.4).

These statistics are useful in quantifying the general 
impression gained by inspection of the sounding signal. The 
ratio S/S+N is derived from the sounding signal by measuring the 

amplitude of the dominant mode of propagation and calling that 
S+N. With reference to fig 5.7.3 the incoming signal (D) is 
analysed by the computer, which calculates the constituent
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signals (A) and (B)• These are added to give (C) which is the 

theoretical received signal. The periods for which no signal is 

present in C (shaded) and a signal is present in D must be due 
only to noise, therefore S/S+N can easily be calculated. This 

ratio is useful when attemping to predict the data error rate.

5.7.3 B Format

The B format consists of two sets of PRS data followed by 
eight sets of 256 sample ADC pulse records. As before the header 

information is transferred to the foot of the graph. An example 
of the graphical output is given in fig 5.7.4. Each block of PRS 
and pulse data occupies a quarter of the graph. The pulse 

information is displayed as a waterfall and the pulse statistics 
are calculated and printed out on the line printer. Tne errors
are measured as in section 5.4 by comparing che received data

with the known test sequence. The number of errors written on 
the graph is the sum of the errors from the two blocks of data.
A full explanation of the line printer output is given in

section 7.1.

5.7.4 R Format

The R format differs from previous formats in that it 
contains instructions on how to construct a data set. The 

information fed into the program in the R format consists of
1) the pulse arrival times and amplitudes.
2) the signal to noise ratio
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3) the receiver bandwidth

4) the data baud rate
5) the fading rate

From this information, graphs similar to fig 0.7.5 are 

produced which show the pulse picture and then uhe entire PRS 
data set. The horizontal line drawn through the PRS data set is 
the trigger level between a *1' and a *0* data bit. With this 

level the data was decoded and the number of errors calculated.

The method of constructing the simulated data set is 
described in fig 5.7.6. The components A and b representing 
different propagation modes are added together vectorially to 
form C. The vector sum allows the simulation tlo take into 
account fading effects. Next a normal noise distribution is 

added centred on the mean level from the S/S+N ratio (D). Part 
of the noise energy is added in the form of short pulses to 
simulate local electrical noise at the receiving site. A simple 

running mean filter is then applied to the data to simulate the 

bandwidth limits of the radio system (E).
Fig 5.7.6 illustrates this being applied to a sounding 

pulse, exactly the same operations were applied to each data bit 

to produce the final result. The accuracy of the simulation is 
demonstrated by a comparable set of data taken rrom the Oadby 

radio transmitter (fig 5.7.7) . It is just coincidence chat one 
of the multimode fades in both fig 5.7.5 and Fig 5.7.7 occurs at 

the same point in the data sequence.

This method is quite successful at reproducing che data 
sequence however it takes a large amount of processing time on 
the Cyber 73 computer. As the aim of the project is to do this
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Fîg 5.7.6 Signal Reconstruction
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work on the micro-computer in real time, a simplified version of 

the above method was developed. This method is shown as 
subroutine GAUSIAN in appendix V. Here possible errors are 
separated into noise induced and multipath induced errors 

affecting low and high data bits separatly. Thus only four error 

cases have to be considered instead of 1023 in the previous 
methods. The probability of each type of error is calculated 

with the same noise distribution as the first method and an 

overall predicted error figure is produced. The purpose of this 

figure is described in section 7.1.

5.8 SUMMARY

Software was written to control the experimental hardware, 
log the data collected and to analyse and plot out this data in 
graphical form. The control software was written in assembler 

language for ease of interface with both the transmitter and the 

receiver. Assembler programs were also written to collect and 
log the data produced. In this case speed of operation as well 

as ease of interface were the reasons for employing a low level 
language. Both of these blocks of software worked satisfactorily 
throughout the experimental period with two small exeptions. Due 

to the speed limitations of the project computer both 
recognition of the Barker code at 600 baud and fast logging of 
both amplitude and phase information could occasionally fail to 

keep up with the external clock, thus confusing any results 
produced.

The analysis and plotting software was written in FORTRAN
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4 on the Cyber 73 mainframe computer. Fortran allows access to 
high level mathematical functions and also the GHOST graphical 
package which together greatly facilitated the presentation of 
the data.
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CHAPTER 6

PULSE EXPERIMENTS

6.1 IONOSPHERIC MODELS

One of the principal objectives of this investigation is to 
identify which modes of propagation are active over a given path 

by means of the sounding signal. This requires a knowlege of the 

differences in arrival times of predicted propagation modes and 

this information must be programmed into the control computer.
The most accurate method of determining the time of flight 

for the various modes is to obtain an ionogram close to the path 
mid point for the time of interest. From this the electron 
density, true height distribution can be obtained and the modal 

structure and flight times for the circuit can then be 

determined from a ray tracing analysis. This procedure is 
complicated and impractical if suitably located ionosondes are 

not available. Also it is difficult to carry out the analysis in 

real time without a large computing facility.
A simpler solution can be based on an average model of the 

ionosphere (fig 6.1.1) from which the active modes are 
determined by geometrical considerations. The relative arrival 
times of the various modes determined in this way are generally 

in reasonable agreement with the ray tracing results. The 
elevation angle is also determined since this provides an aid
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ror controlling the elevation steerable antenna. The results of 

the mode estimation are presented for the four paths that make 
up the project data set. When the pulse sounding technique is 
employed operationally this procedure would be performed by the

micro-computer when the ground range and frequency are entered.
The simplest path is that from Oadby to Leicester over 

which a frequency of 4.7925MHz was radiated. Tne most likely 

mode of propagation in this case is the ground wave. With a 
range of 4Km the time of flight is approximatly 0.01ms. As 
4.7925MHz is above the E region critical frequency, E layer 

reflection will only occur, when a sporadic E layer (Es) is 
present. Pulses reflected from the F layer travel some 500Km in 
this model and hence take 1.67ms to arrive at the receiver. 

Times of flight for the various modes are tabulated below.

Mode Path length (Km) Flight time (ms)

GND 4 0.01
Es 220 0.73
F 500 1.67

2F 1000 3.33
3F 1500 5.00

Absorption of the radio wave occurs each time the ray 
travels through the lower ionosphere. For this reason we would 
expect the absorption to increase as the number of hops 

increases.

The next path in increasing range is the steep incidence 
path from Durham to Leicester. The ground range is 241Km and
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experiments were again conducted at 4.7925MHz. The elevation 
angle of arrival (0) was determined from the simple model by 
trigonometry. The angle (0) is 90 degrees minus the angle of 
incidence (i) where

i = arctan(r/(2*h*n)) 
r = ground range 
h = height of ionospheric layer 

n = number of hops 
Similarly the distance traveled can be calculated from the 

following equation.

d = 2*n*(((h2)+(r/2*n))0"5)

From these equations the characteristics of the Durham path 
tabulated below were calculated.

Elevation angle Path length Flight time
(degrees) (km) (ms)

GND - 241 -

E 43 325 1.08
F 65 555 1.85

2F 77 1028 3.43
3F 81 1519 5.06

E layer propagation is now possible as the equivalent 

oblique frequency of 4.7925MHz, is 3.27MHz which is below the 
average E layer critical frequency (3.4MHz) during the middle of 

the day. The expected amplitude ranking of the different modes 

I S ,  first the one hop F as that spends least time in the area of 
high ionospheric absorption, the 2 hop F and E layer
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reflections should be next followed by the 2 and 3 hop F 

propagation respectively.

The third path, for which most of the data was obtained, is 
from Elgin in Scotland to Leicester. The path has a ground range 

of 578km and the usual frequency of 4.7925MHz. The values for 
the elevation angle and time of flight are given below.

Elevation angle Path length Flight time
(degrees) (km) (ms)

GND - 578 -

E 21 618 2.06
F 41 764 2.55
2F 61 1154 3.85

3F 69 1606 5.35

The calculations are complicated by the problem arising 
from E layer screening. In this situation signals normally 
reflected from the F region are prevented from aoing so when 
they are radiated below a certain elevation angle. The E region 

angle of incidence this produces causes the wave to be reflected 

and prevents it from reaching the receiver by the normal F layer 

path. For most of the daylight hours over which the experiment 

was conducted (10.00 to 1500 GMT) the E layer critical frequency 

(FOE) was about 3.4MHz (Slough ionospheric data i980). This 
means that the 4.7925MHz transmissions will be reflected by the 

E layer if they arrive at an angle of incidence greater than

(i) .
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i = arccos(3.4/4.8) 

= 45 degrees
incidenceIn this case the one hop F mode has an angle of 

of 49 degrees and is therefore unlikely to be propagated until 
later in the day when the FOE falls below 3.15MHz. It appears 

that for most of the time during an average day the dominant 
mode on this path should be the 1 hop E or the 2 hop F with the 

possibility of a small 3 hop F mode. Propagation via the 1 hop F 

mode is possible later in the day or in cases of below average 
ionisation, when this mode occurs it is likely to be dominant.

The final paths to consider are those from Tromso and Bodo 

in northern Norway in the 14MHz and 15MHz bands. Both paths are 
very similar and their mode structure is assumed to be the same. 
For the Tromso Leicester path the mode structure is tabulated 
below.

Elevation angle Path length Flight time

(degrees) (km) (ms)

GND - 2156 -

E 6 2167 7.22
F 13 2213 7.38

2F 25 2377 7.92

3F 35 2625 8.75
4F 43 2940 9.80

As before the E layer screening effect occurs since the 

elevation angle below which the E layer reflects radio waves
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is calculated as.
0 = 90-arccos(3.4/14.1)

= 14 degrees

For average conditions the F layer reflection will be 

screened by the E layer, but only a small deviation from the 
average conditions is required for this not to occur. This is of 

little consequence however, since the times of flight for these 
modes differ by only.0.16ms which cannot be resolved by the 

equipment. Even the IF and 2F modes with a separation of 0.54ms 
could not always be detectable under noisy conditions. The 

relative amplitude estimates are therefore IE and IF largest and 
the 2 hop F and 3 hop F in decreasing order.

The results of the geometric modelling are summarised in 

fig 6.1.2. These results have been checked against a ray tracing 
calculation. Close agreement was obtained between the relative 
times of arrival, ie the differences are always within half the 

sounding . pulse width and usually smaller (fig 6.1.3). As a 

further check a prediction (section 2.1.1) was employed to 
determine the mode structure for the various paths. This 
analysis indicated that E, F or multiple F layer reflections 
could occur for any of the paths (Durham, Elgin and Tromso) 

during the times when the experiment was undertaken.

Finally the possibility of receiving sounding pulses on 
both high and low angle ray paths was investigated. The 

transmission curves for the four paths were calculated and 
superimposed on typical ionograms for the periods of interest. 

The high angle path was not active for any of the locations 
during the periods monitored by the experiment.
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6.2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In total 280 sets of M format data each containing 64 
consecutive pulse records (section 5.7.2) were collected during 
the course of the experiment on the four paths. It is not 

possible to present all these data sets in this thesis so 

examples have been selected which illustrate their typical 
features. Of the 280 waterfall graphs of pulse sounding 

waveforms 4 were from the simulator, 12 from Oadby, 22 from 
Durham, 144 from Elgin, 75 from Tromso and 23 from Bodo. The 

reasons for the uneven distribution are as follows.
The simulator and Oadby data are both predictable and 

repetitious, therefore there was little point in collecting 

large quantities. The Durham site proved difficult, firstly 

because the radio transmitter was interfering with other 
experiments and secondly because the linear amplifier failed, 
requiring lengthy repairs. Both of these factors lead to the 

collection of a relatively small amount of data. At the Elgin 
site the transmitter was operated each day for almost three 
months under perfect conditions and a large quantity of data was 

therefore available. Similarly at Tromso the transmitter ran 

every day for a week under good conditions and the amount of 

information recorded was limited only by the disk storage 
capacity. Finally only 23 sets of Bodo data were collected due 

to the more sporadic nature of the RAE tests.

A typical set of data from the Oadby transmitter is 
reproduced in fig 6.2.1. The first feature to note is the very
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low noise level even though on several occasions the signal is 

limiting. In the sounding records, three pulses can clearly be 

seen with relative arrival times (ie the arrival times relative 

to the first pulse received) of 0ms, 1,6ms and 3.2ms 

respectively. Comparison with the results of the previous 
section (fig 6.2.1) indicates that the three propagation modes 
present are ground wave, 1 hop F and 2 hop F. Only 48, 256 byte 

data sets are shown in place of the normal 64 as the early 

version of the logging program had a smaller available memory 
than the later version.

A second feature of the Oadby data is the ease with which 
sporadic E or Es modes can be recognised (section 1.1). Fig 
6.2.2 presents data over 5.7 seconds from Oadby containing two 

obvious propagation modes separated by 0.7ms. The first of the 
two pulses must be the ground wave, consequently the second must 

be reflected from the ionosphere at a height of about 105km, 
which is consistent with an E layer path. This Es blankets out 

all the longer F layer propagation paths.
An example of the data collected over the Durham path is

presented as Fig 6.2.3. The slow drifting of the pulses across 

the page results from the temporary replacement of the crystal 
oscillator by a free running oscillator due to equipment 

problems. In fig 6.2.3 usually two and occasionally three modes 

are present, which have relative arrival times 0ms, 1.5ms and 
3ms. When these are compared with the predictions in fig 6.1.2 

the active modes probably correspond to IF, 2F and 3F. In this 
example E layer screening does not take place as the
observations were made late in the afternoon when the E layer
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critical frequency had fallen below 3.27MHz (see section 6.1).

Fig 6.2.4 indicates that E layer propagation can and does 
occur on this path. This plot contains two modes separated by 
about 0.7ms, and reference to fig 6.1.2 suggests that they 

correspond to E and F layer propagation. The E layer reflection 

is much stronger than the F at times which could be the result 
of Es reflection. The presence of Es could also account for the

lack of higher order F layer reflections.
The majority of the data was collected over the Elgin 

Leicester path. The pulse sounding data from this path was 

however rather dissapointing for several reasons. Firstly the 
presence of interfering stations and noise made the signal
difficult to interpret (see section 6.4) and secondly our 

allocated frequency was rather low for this path and suffered 
quite high absorption. Fig 6.2.5 is one of the clearer examples 
giving two pulses separated by about 1.6ms. Comparison with the 

predictions suggests E and 2 hop F propagation but not IF due to 

the E layer screening. A more typically, noisy specimen, of 
Elgin data is given in fig 6.2.6. Here the pulse structure can 
be seen at times but usually recognition is hampered by the 
random noise on the record.

The longest paths considered are those from Norway to 

Leicester. A good clear set of data is reproduced as fig 6.2.7. 

On this plot two pulses separated by about 0.5ms are present.
From the predictions we see that this could either be 1 hop E or
1 hop F together with 2 hop F. 1 hop F appears to be more likely 

than 1 hop E for the day when the measurement was made. The E 
layer signal would be quite heavily attenuated and it is
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also possible that for non average conditions (ie lower E layer 

reflection height) the Tromso Leicester path would be longer 
than the maximum range of an E layer reflection (2365km for a 

reflection height of 110km).
One of the data sets from the RAE tests from Bodo in the 

15MHz band is presented as fig 6.2.8. This data is fairly 
typical showing quite significant amounts of random noise and 

wide pulse returns. These wide pulse returns, probably caused by 

a narrow bandwidth transmitter filter, merge into one at times 
and make detection more difficult. At times however certainly 

two and possibly three modes are present, although with the 
variations in arrival time caused by noise etc identification is 

rather speculative. A clearer view of the same problem was 

achieved when the test frequency moved up to the 18MHz band (fig 
6.2.9). Here two pulse returns are visible separated by about 
0.7ms, probably making them again IE or IF and 2 hop F mode 

propagation. The effect of transmitting a wider sounding pulse 
is clear when the Bodo data in fig 6.2.8 and 6.2.9 is contrasted 

with results obtained from the Tromso tests in fig 6.2.7.

6.3 RAPID MODE CHANGES

One of the more interesting observations of this experiment 

has been the rapid changes which can occur in the mode 

composition of the received signal as decoded from the pulse 
sounding. Examples of this are given in fig 6.2.4, 6.2.7 and 
6.3.1. In each of the diagrams the dominant mode at the
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start of the time sequence has been replaced by another mode 
which becomes dominant by the end of the time span of the plot 
(5.7 seconds). This has serious consequences for the operation 

of the steerable antenna for mode selection as it would be 

extremely difficult to predict these short term changes. For 
example in fig 6.3.1, at the start of the period, the steerable 
antenna would be pointing in the direction of the first mode of 

propagation. Over the period of the plot this mode decreases in 
strength and a second one almost completely replaces it. 
Choosing the first mode for passing data would lead to data 

errors worse than could be expected with a conventional 
omnidirectional antenna which would of course receive both 
modes. Changing the direction of the antenna to follow the mode 

changes would be difficult on such short time scales and would 
inevitably lead to loss of data.

A possible solution would be to have a two beam antenna 
tracking the two strongest modes at any given time and employ a 

small computer to monitor the pulse sounding signal and decide 
for any given condition which mode would give the least errors.

A less expensive compromise would be to go back to the single 
beam and instead of switching from the first to the second mode, 
open up the antenna polar diagram during the changeover period 

to try to maintain continuity. This would only work if the block 

of carrier and hence the data bits were not undergoing 
destructive interference during the changeover period (eg middle 

right hand column fig 6.3.1).
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6.4 NOISE AND INTERFERENCE

Noise or unwanted signal corne from three distinct sources. 
These are atmospheric radio noise, local electrical noise and 

co-channel interference or jamming. It is often difficult to 

distinguish between the local electrical and the atmospheric 
noise, as both have a random very short pulse-like signature. 

The university campus has a high level of electrical noise 

caused by lights, machine tools, and several computers operating 
in the vicinity of the receiving equipment and its antenna. 
Examples of low level random noise are present in fig 6.2.7 and 
6.2.4. Inspection of one of the 256 byte data sets suggests that 
it is possible to resolve the sounding pulses from the noise. At 
intermediate noise levels, eg fig 6.4.1, this is not the case, 
but by comparing several consecutive 256 byte data sets the 
sounding pulses can be distinguished from the noise as the 

spikes that reoccur at the same relative position in the record.
In extreme cases (eg fig 6.4.2) it is only possible to 

recognise the pulse sounding signal after careful scrutiny of 
the quieter periods. See for example the top of the right hand 
column of fig 6.4.2. Under these conditions it is virtually 

impossible for the computer to evaluate the incoming signal. If 

this situation occured operationally a change of frequency would 

be recommended.
Two examples of co-channel interference are given in fig

6.4.3 and 6.4.4. Fig 6.4.3 demonstrates the effect on the 

sounding pulses of a signal modulated with Morse code. The
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V a  —/̂ -̂'>A/V>Aa.

\/s>-^ -̂A. -K^\— - ._ A ^vAaAa/^  

I a  . . J L A V L —

V...,^_Avuvvyv,,A.v^v\v^^
L...,.__/v;vvvŴ
V̂^̂JnA/U/AAa/Â -̂'-AAav.^^
\vvv_A/AA/\A_ÆJlWW^^
L^Aa^vK̂ û v̂̂iA^A^
v ŵ a M avA jnA/Î W'''̂ ^̂
\yJvMVV/v/AJVjl/VvV^^

. V w \ A A W J \ ^ M A A ^ / ^

\jAAA/%»wAyV_J\jJVjs.Â

F I g 6.4.1 TROMSO 14.57 GMT 
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DISTANCE UlOOOKM)
02 .10 .80  14 MHZ BAND



TIME
(ü90MS)

jAlrvv/Vi'̂ ^
WwAlAAV^W4uY\^yvJVYAf , . 
AJU/^AvA^AA^vAA‘>̂ AAA"AA/

yVV/\v^'^/WfXl\vA^V^
•»KA^AA^A;J'u^'\Aw%AA^

v A y W V M '^ A A v r /* '^

i
’A,.7'Vv*Aaa»>a/VjA\AAv\/'<W/v\a/^^

‘̂l/l

. V v/'jvj4â vW V / ^ ^

. A.-vAv'̂ Â̂ VA/V\Â /vAâ Ĵ  

. ̂ \AjvvUWL\vK^^
\A~rAW_AAvAAv\-iĴ /\.y/M./

TIME
(»90MS)

DISTANCE MOOOKM)

V^^iAA/wAjV>/AjAvy^'^

^ A v W V \ J r ’v/lMA/V/vv r

I A w ^ ^ hA vA t
r

AV\jiriyvWvAA^^.AJ^^

vjLOl̂ .̂ V\vyV\.‘/lWA>Av^

/AAv^/V<V;\Aw'^4A^^^
AMjsMrt-vw/Vv/vJ^W'*^^
AJLA'vJA/'^vV^W

ytoT’
j V v u A ^

vAjH.A/\JWvi^'Aw^'

. mAWw4'VVA/>Vaa^^
: % # v J W W ^ 4 r

_ A/J»j</iAv.vA xW iM/j ü 'aJ'^

Fiq 6.4.2 TROMSO 16.1 GMT 01
—  188  —

DISTANCE N1000KM)
10.80 14. MHZ BAND



TIME
(*90MS)

DISTANCE U1000KM) DISTANCE <*1000KM)
Fiq 6.4.3 ELGIN 14.39 GMT 05.03.81 4.792500 MHZ
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TIME
(■90MS)

Vv y V v ^̂"v v \ a ^

W ' V V ' V nA / ' V V V ^
VrvV'^'^'vXrV'^'V^ 

Vvy/\/^/)/vVM/W^

A/~̂\rvy'L.V\yNV'-<̂/̂A.y'''"V/"''\Â

A<»A f̂ ,̂f,ff/AY'A'/ -̂vVnfYAYVVW.^AW\VkvfVL.

LÂ/\ÂvV'Vw''Lk/ÂV,m/»̂V'V̂ ^̂

TIME
(*90HS)

DISTANCE UlOOOKM)

\̂/M✓̂ /̂■'̂.A.A/vA/V\̂'''v̂'Vy"w'V'*̂

V.'v '̂ij-on»̂ ,A7'V''̂ V»».̂ aA/v«AA/Vvv/Aal,/^

V\AVAv/V\A\/A/,A//\fA\̂'V\̂ ^̂ ^̂

V ^ V \ A " % r V ' V V ^  

v r v ^ V W V V V V *

Vv̂ ÂvA\̂ A'̂ V''\JVv̂ ^

j^ ^ aW'<vvA\̂ «av â'A(vA^AAwv''Aw /W'w 7V

VvAŴfAV\̂ArA\A'A/̂Avvv̂^

yV\AvW\n/AY,/)V,Ayv/Â AwV),/<\̂ AvAvvŶ ^

A*/\^AVWA/VyTV''\A/^

DISTANCE UlOOOtCH)
Fig 6.4.4 TROMSO 14.11 GMT 01.10.80 14 MHZ BAND
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results in fig 6.4.4 contain noise resulting from a carrier wave 

beating with a local free running oscillator. The only possible 
way to avoid some of the harmful effects of the interference is 

to reduce the bandwidth of the receiver, but this is effective 

only if the interference is off set in frequency from the 
sounding signal. Reducing the bandwidth will broaden the pulses, 
which in turn reduces the time resolution and also reduces the 

random background noise (fig 6.4.3). The available receiver 
bandwidths are 100Hz, 300Hz, 1.2KHz, 3KHz, 6.5KHz and 13KHz. 
Only 1.2, 3 and 6.5KHz were employed, examples of the results 

obtained with the three bandwidths are given in fig 6.2.5, 6.2.1 

and 6.2.4 respectively.

6.5 AVERAGING EFFECTS

As a means of reducing the impact of random noise, 

averaging has proved useful. The noisy plot in fig 6.4.1 when 

averaged gives fig 6.5.1. The averaging process in this case was 
applied over eight consecutive 256 byte data sets to produce the 

final result. The regular pulses stand out clearly above the 
noise pulses which simply smooth down to an average noise level. 

For this reason the software decision on which modes are present 

is always based on the average data rather than the original 
data block.

A second set of examples are plotted out in fig 6.5.2, 

6.5.3 and 6.5.4, where 6.5.2 presents the original and the other 

two figures are averaged over three and eight data sets 
respectively. For noisy data, averaging over three data sets
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DISTANCE (wIOOOKM) DISTANCE (wlOOOKM)
Fig 6.5.1 TROMSO 14.57 GMT 02.10.80 14 MHZ BAND
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TIME
(«90M3) \^"\h-M^Ky^yMrKMuÂ

\ , . j j ' 4 r ' ' ^ A A A ^ ^

^WvAIV^WAv\_^^ 
V v T v ^ / V , , ^ ^

V^r~v^J/^W'''^''Mv/

\. «'i^ ... VW ^  A .. -. «iJ

V k ' A / vvJ ' V ^ ^

w ' ^ ' M j W ' ' ' ' ^ ^

^V'AArfu^/^'^'A^^y
.

TIME
(«90MS)

DISTANCE Ik IOOOKM)

fN^AJWJ^/KA>kv/

\wM/wvV^ x _jAAa.̂a A W

\/"V-rJU.̂,AAAr » VJVAyv̂ ~̂-.>..W»

\̂ _yW\uV/Û *̂ JA\̂ vJh*AwAA/̂ .
V > . ^ U v A ^
\ u v u * y ^ L , / v _ j ^

\ / V V ïa\ A v '(^^ 

"\u \AaA j/ v V j u ^

F i q  6 . 5 . 2  BOOO 14.5 GMT
.- 193 -

DISTANCE (.1000KN)
21.10.80 18 MHZ BAND



TIME
U90HS)

V'v/'^-vvA>vvyAA^^-/-A^

\vvsXVVVvy.V'l^^

\v— '̂'<*”''AAvuvZV\,y^VA^''vX/AwF~V'wJ'^

TIME
(*90MS)

DISTANCE (.1000KM)

T—  1-- 1-- 1-- 1-

DISTANCE UlOOOKM)
Fi'g 6.5.3 BOnO 14.5 GMT 21.10.80 18 MHZ BAND
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TIME
(.90MS)

TIME
U90MS)

DISTANCE (wlOOOKM) DISTANCE U1000KM)
Fiq 6.5.4 BOOO 14.5 GMT 2 1 . 1 0 . 8 0  18 MHZ BAND
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produces a great improvement in readability as judged by the 

human eye. The computer however could still wrongly identify 

several of the noise spikes as sounding pulses. To gain greater, 

though still not complete immunity averages are usually taken 

over eight data sets (eg fig 6.5.4). Eight is also a convenient 

number for arithmetic in the micro-computer.
The only unwanted effect of this averaging process occurs 

if, as in fig 6.2.3, the synchronisation of the transmitter and 

receiver pulse generators fail. In this case averaging over 
eight cycles would lead to the two individual sounding pulses 

being smoothed out to a single echo 4ms long and hence the loss 

of any ability to recognise the distinct modes.

6.6 AURORAL PROPAGATION

On about 10% of the plots of data received from Tromso and 
Bodo in Norway large differences in arrival times of the 
sounding pulses were noticed. Fig 6.3.1 presents a very clear 
example of this phenomenon, where there are two pulse returns 

present separated by about 1.8ms. Comparison with the 

predictions in fig 6.1.2 reveals that none of the normal 
propagation modes can have such large differences in propagation 

times. The only possibilities are IE, 3F (1.53ms), 2F,4F (1.9ms) 

and 1F,4F (2.4ms). It is however inconceivable that in the first 
case the 2F mode would not be observed if the 3F was active and 
similarly with a 3F and 4F modes in the second and third cases.

E layer screening, discussed previously in this chapter if it 
occured would only block out the IF
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reflection•
A second example, fig 6.6.1, clearly shows three pulse 

returns with relative arrival times of 0ms, 0.8ms and 3.2ms. The 

first two pulses can easily be interpreted as IE and 2F with E 

layer screening blocking the IF reflection. However a 

conventional interpretation of the third pulse would produce a 
4F or even a 5F reflection which is most unlikely, particularly 

as there is no evidence of a 3F reflection.
From these and other examples it became clear that a none 

great circle path (NGC) explanation of these results was 

required. The subject of NGC propagation has been studied for 
many years (Feldman 1939). More recent work (Bates et al 
1966),(Hunsucker & Bates 1969) and (Wagner & Pike 1971) suggests 

the phenomenon is often connected with the auroral zone. Bates 
et al (1966) summarises the average time delay caused by the NGC 
propagation on the College Palo Alto link as "A decrease 
throughout the afternoon towards midnight followed by an 
increase", (fig 6.6.2). This behaviour correlates well with the 
daily movement of the southern edge of the auroral zone (fig 

6.6.3) and also the ranges of the auroral scattering belt as 
detected by the College auroral backscatter radar (Bates et al 
1966). It was concluded that the cause of the NGC path signals 

was an auroral associated phenomenon.

The position of the southern edge of the auroral oval to 
the north of the UK has been estimated for various times of day. 

From this it is possible to determine approximate values of time 

delays of signals received by this route. Fig 6.6.4 is a map of 
the Tromso Leicester path showing the possible auroral
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TIME
(*90MS)

. Vw-vAyJ Â_anaWV'».Â//v

vVrv/Vr-̂ y/Vv̂ ^
I ĵ '\\k /VJ

/WVvAV^A^^
W w A a AI W w W U v

TIME
(«90MS)

DISTANCE (-1000KM)

'vi/AvJV/\r

^ * W w A y n ^ ^
1 v^VWuJy'

V V H a/\^ n uvy^Axj/^

WWyAW'W '̂VfVA/'A/L/̂ V
_i_____ I_____ I_____ I_____ i_

DISTANCE U1000KM)
Fiq 6.6.1 BODO 10.3 GMT 21.10.80 15 MHZ BAND
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Fig 6.6.4 Possible Auroral Propagation Paths
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propagation paths. From this map and assuming an auroral

reflection height of 250km (Wagner & Pike 1971), the following

propagation times were calculated.

Time Path length Flight time Relative arrival

(GMT) (km) (ms) time to IE (ms)
1000 3798 12.66 5.44

1200 3687 12.28 5.06

1400 3272 10.90 3.68
1600 2723 9.07 1.85

1800 2442 8.14 0.92

These delays are in the same range as the measured values. 

Both predicted and measured NGC points are plotted in fig 6.6.5. 
The data set is too small to draw any firm conclusions but the 
majority of the points seem to be consistent with an auroral NGC 

explanation. One reason for the delays being somewhat shorter 

than expected could be that the southern limit of the auroral 
oval is highly variable and the predictions are only based on 

average data.
A different and perhaps more compatible explanation for the 

measured NGC paths appearing to be reflected from below the 

southern edge of the auroral oval is presented by Stanley 
(1966) . This assumes that the NGC propagation modes are 
reflected from the poleward wall of the mid latitude trough 

(MLT). Examples of this phenomenon were seen by Wagner & Pike 

(1971) in the early evening. The MLT usually lies several 
hundred kilometers south of the edge of the auroral oval thus
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explaining the differences between the measured and expected 

propagation times. The MLT is generally considered to be a night 

time phenomenon but there is evidence (Muldrew 1965, Bowman 
1969) that it can be observed from 1400 to 0700 local time (fig 

6.6.6) which would support this explanation of the present 

observations. The final evidence for this explanation is that 
the NGC echos are well defined indicating a specular reflector 

such as the trough wall, rather than spread as would be expected 

from a diffuse scattering process. It therefore appears that the 

long time delays recorded in the present investigation are due 

to reflections from the wall of the mid latitude trough. A good 
review of this subject is presented by Pinnock (1981).

6.7 COMPUTER ANALYSIS

The analysis software has already been described in section 

5.7.2. In this section examples are presented of its application 
to real data and an assessment is made of the results produced.

As already stated (section 6.2) the pulses in fig 6.2.2 

have been identified as a ground wave and a Es reflection. The 
analysis undertaken automatically by the Cyber 73 mainframe 

computer produces the output presented in fig 6.7.1 for this 

data. Along the top of the sheet is printed the time of the 

observation in GMT, the date and transmitter site (unless 
otherwise stated the receiver is always at the Leicester. 

Following this is the transmitter frequency, and the number of
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13.35 GMT 10.06.81 OADBY FIRST OADBY SERIES 2 DATA 4,792500 MHZ ANTENNA 1 AVERAGE OVER 8 DATA SETS

a s a f!s a & sag a s, & \h, & &, & :i & & &
1 2U 1.4 45 82 95 0 89 89 LP... 206 0.00 251 .622 2U 1.4 45 81 95 0 82 82 LP... 206 0.00 252 .623 2U 1.4 46 81 95 0 74 74 LL... 203 0.00 250 .714 2U 1.4 47 82 94 0 91 91 LL... 206 0.00 250 .715 2U 1.4 48 82 93 0 83 83 LL... 206 0.00 251 .716 2U 1.5 49 83 93 0 98 98 LL... 206 0.00 248 .717 2U 1.4 51 82 92 1 90 91 LL... 205 0.00 248 .718 2U 1.4 52 81 91 4 75 79 LL... 198 0.00 244 .719 2U 1,4 52 80 90 15 70 85 LL... 195 0,00 242 .7110 2U 1.4 53 81 90 15 78 93 LL... 195 0.00 240 .7111 2U 1.4 53 81 90 15 78 93 LL... 196 0.00 241 .7112 2U 1.4 54 80 89 28 73 101 LP... 194 0.00 240 ,6213 2U 1.5 53 82 90 15 93 108 LP... 199 0,00 240 .6214 2P 1.5 54 84 89 28 97 125 LP... 205 0.00 244 .6215 2P 1.5 53 85 90 15 108 123 LP... 206 0,00 242 .6216 2P 1 *5 53 85 90 15 110 125 LL... 211 0.00 246 .7117 2P 1.5 51 86 91 7 117 124 LL... 214 0,00 247 ,7118 2P 1.5 50 88 92 2 125 127 LL... 221 0.00 250 ♦7119 2P 1.5 49 89 92 1 128 129 LL... 222 0,00 249 ,7120 2P 1.5 47 90 92 2 128 130 LL... 226 0.00 250 .7121 2P 1.5 47 88 92 2 125 127 LL... 221 0.00 250 .7122 2P 1.5 45 89 93 0 129 129 LL... 220 0.00 246 ,7123 2P 1.5 45 89 92 1 129 130 LP... 222 0.00 247 ,6224 2P 1.5 45 91 93 0 130 130 LP... 225 0,00 247 ,6225 2P 1.4 45 91 92 1 129 130 LP... 225 0.00 247 ,6226 2P 1.4 44 91 93 0 130 130 LP... 223 0.00 245 ,6227 2P 1.4 45 90 92 1 129 130 LP... 222 0.00*244 .6228 2P 1.5 44 90 93 0 130 130 LL,,, 222 0.00 245 .7129 2P .7 45 90 93 0 130 130 LL.,, 222 0.00 245 .7130 2P .7 45 89 93 0 129 129 LL,,, 223 0.00 249 ,7131 2P .7 44 87 93 0 127 127 LL.., 219 0.00 249 .7132 2P .6 45 86 93 0 122 122 LL,., 214 0,00 248 ,7133 2P 1.4 45 90 92 1 129 130 LP,.. 216 0,00 240 .6234 2P 1.4 47 90 91 4 128 132 LP... 216 0.00 239 .6235 2L 1.5 47 92 91 4 130 134 LP... 222 0.00 239 .6236 2L 1.5 49 94 90 10 130 140 LP... 224 0.00 237 ,6237 2L 1.5 48 95 90 10 130 140 LP... 221 0.00 232 ,6238 2L .7 50 96 89 21 130 151 LL... 220 0.00 229 ,7139 2L .7 50 97 89 15 130 145 LL... 226 0.00 220 ,7140 2L .7 51 99 89 15 130 145 LL... 224 0.00 222 ' ,7141 2L .7 52 96 89 21 130 151 LL... 222 0.00 231 ,7142 2L .7 52 97 89 21 130 151 LL... 223 0.00 229 ,7143 2L .6 52 95 88 37 129 166 LL... 215 0.00 226 .7144 2L $6 52 94 89 15 130 145 LL... 211 0.00 223 ,7145 2L #6 53 95 88 37 129 166 LL... 215 0.00 226 ,7146 2L 1.5 51 99 88 28 130 158 LP... 217 0.00 218 .6247 2L 1.4 51 95 89 15 130 145 LP... 213 0.00 223 ,6249 2L 1.4 49 93 90 7 130 137 LP... 210 0.00 225 ,6249 2L «6 49 95 90 7 130 137 LP... 212 0.00 221 ,6250 2L .7 48 95 91 2 130 132 LL... 214 0,00 224 ,7151 2L .7 46 97 91 1 130 131 LL... 215 0,00 220 ,7152 2L .7 46 98 92 0 130 130 LL... 215 0.00 218 ,7153 2L .7 46 99 92 0 130 130 LL... 220 0.00 221 ,7154 2L *6 47 94 92 0 130 130 LL... 214 0.00 226 ,7155 2L 1.4 46 96 92 0 130 130 LL... 217 0.00 226 ,7156 2L 1.4 47 99 92 0 130 130 LL... 221 0.00 223 ,7157 2L 1 »5 47 93 92 0 130 130 LL... 222 0.00 219 ,71

Fig 6.7.1 Sample Output
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data sets the program has averaged over to reduce the effect of 

the noise. The next line contains the comment buffer "first 
Oadby series 2 data" typed in at the time of data logging.

Following this buffer are the lines of results. There are 

57 lines of output in all compared with 64 input pulse records 

(fig 6.2.2). This is because each output line requires eight 
consecutive input data sets and there are only 57 of these 

distinct sets. The first column labeled PUL NUM is a simple 

numbering scheme which helps the operator recognise pulses on 
the graphs from the line printer output. The second 

column,labeled MOD FAD contains a number followed by a character 
which represent the number of sounding pulses detected and the 
programs estimate of the likelihood of data errors due to fading 

respectively. To produce a data error due to fading the high 
signal level has to fall below the value 48. If only one mode is 
detected or the difference between the relative amplitudes is 
greater than 60, a full stop is typed in this column which means 

fading is either most unlikely or impossible. If the intermode 
amplitude difference is between 40 and 60 the character is a *U' 

meaning unlikely. Between 20 and 40 a *P* for possible and from 
0 to 20 a *L* for likely. This *.UPL* key is also employed 

elsewhere in the output. In fig 6.7.1 when the sounding pulses 
become closer in amplitude the fading error likelihood changes 
from U to P to L as expected.

The next column labeled PUL LEN gives the average time 

duration in milliseconds above the trigger level for received 

pulses. In the example presented in fig 6.7.1 this column 
contains values close to 1.4ms or to 0.7ms. The actual result
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should be 0.7ms but in some cases where two pulses arrive very 

close together, the signal level does not fall below the trigger 

level between them causing the width to be recorded as double 
the correct value. The pulse length information is useful in 

detecting any transmitter receiver synchronisation problems 
leading to the overlapping of the sounding pulses as described 

in section 6.5.

The next column labeled TRG LEV prints out the trigger 
level. The trigger level is obtained by averaging the signal 
level throughout the data set and then adding 16 to this value 

as a safety margin against triggering on noise. As already 
stated a sounding pulse is recognised if a signal peak is found 

above the trigger level. This variable trigger level is an 

improvement on the constant level utilised in section 5.3 as it 
automatically adjusts to differing noise levels. For a higher 
random noise level the trigger level rises thus reducing the 

probability of mistaking noise for signal information.
The column entitled MUL MOD prints the amplitude of any 

secondary modes as a percentage of the main (ie largest) mode. 

Fig 6.7.1 contains percentages varying from 80 to 99 as the two 

modes are of quite similar amplitude and the received energy is 
split almost equally between them. The derivation of S/S+N is 

fully explained in section 5.7.2. The levels printed in fig
6.7.1 are of the order of 89 to 95% proving that, as expected 
for such a short path the noise level is extremely small 

compared with the signal.

The next three columns produce an estimate of the errors an 
operator could expect due to both noise and multimode
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fading. These results are derived as outlined in section 5.7.4. 
In this example (fig 6.7.1) the low errors (ie the bits which 

should be high and are low) climb as the two pulse returns 
achieve equal amplitude and are thus associated with the 

multimode fading. The high errors (ie bits which should be low 

and are high) increase with falling S/S+N suggesting that noise 

is probably the cause of this type of error.

Probably the most interesting and useful part of this 
output is the mode content estimates under the title MODES 
GEFFFA. Here G represents ground, E, E layer reflection, FFF, 1, 

2 and 3 hop F and finally A, an auroral echo. The '.UPL' key is 

again used to provide an indication of the reliability of the 
programs evaluation. In the example the program has correctly 

identified ground and E layer propagation paths with a fairly 
high degree of confidence. This information would tell the 
operator which modes are present and therefore in which 

direction a steerable antenna could be pointed to minimise 

multipath interference.
The mode content is evaluated as follows. From the simple 

model considerations in section 6.1 the mode likely to have the 
greatest amplitude is identified, in this case the ground wave. 
Next the first two received pulses are examined and the larger 

of the two is ascribed to the largest expected mode. The other 

pulses in the received signal are then compared with the 

predicted time delays and the '.UPL' scale indicates the degree 

of agreement achieved. In this case '.UPL' are defined as 
follows
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L within 0.1ms 

P within 0.5ms 
U within 1.0ms 

outside 1.0ms

Other considerations are also included in the evaluation 
algorithm. For example in fig 6.7.1 the second pulse is actually 

larger than the first and so following the above procedure would 

be ascribed to the most dominant predicted mode which is the 
ground wave. This would make the first pulse physically 
imposible to explain, and hence this is replaced by the correct 

interpretation of 1 hop E.

Finally the columns labeled A1 T1 A2 T2 etc contain the 
relative amplitudes and times of arrival (in ms) of the detected 
sounding pulses. The software is capable of detecting up to 

eight individual pulses. It should be noted that in fig 6.7.1 
the arrival times of the sporadic E layer reflection jumps 

between 0.62 and 0.71ms because the time difference is measured 

in discrete steps of one ADC sample or 0.089ms.
A second example of this type of output is of some Elgin 

data from 25/02/81. The plot is presented as fig 6.7.2 and the 
line printer output as fig 6.7.3. Even though the mode structure 

is far less distinct than the previous example and in addition 
more noise is present, a correct evaluation of the mode content 

has been achieved giving IE and 2F, the IF being screened by the 
E layer. In contrast with the previous printout (fig 6.7.1) mode 

interference fading is less likely. Moreover since the pulses 
are not as close together as in the previous case, the pulse 

length is recorded accurately. Both signal
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TIME
(«90MSÎ

. A-Jv

DISTANCE (wlOOOKM)DISTANCE (wlOOOKM)
Fiq 6.7.2 ELGIN 11.45 GMT 25.02.81 4.792500 MHZ
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11,45 GMT 25,02,81 ELGIN 1.2 KHZ BANDWIDTH 4,792500 MHZ ANTENNA 1 AVERAGE OVER 8 DATA SETS

PUL MOD PUL TRG MUL S HIG LOW ALL MODES A1 T1 A2 T2 A3 T3 A4 T4 A5 T5 A6 ÙNUM FAD LEN LEV MOD S4N ERR ERR ERR GEFFFA REL (MS) REL (MS) REL (MS) REL (MS) REL (MS) REL (MS)
1 1, ,7 30 0 79 0 17 17 ,L 58 0,002 1, ,7 31 0 79 0 17 17 ,L 58 0,003 1, •8 31 0 78 0 13 13 ,L 60 0,004 1, ,8 31 0 76 0 34 34 ,L 56 0,005 1, .9 31 0 77 0 27 27 ,L 57 0,006 1, .9 32 0 75 0 25 25 ,L 58 0.007 1, 1,0 32 0 75 0 25 25 ,L 58 0,008 2P .5 32 61 80 0 130 130 .L L, 57 0,00 35 1.879 2P ,5 32 59 81 0 130 130 ,L L, 59 0,00 35 1.8710 1, 1.0 34 0 76 0 5 5 ,L 68 0.0011 2P ,5 34 58 80 0 130 130 ,L L. 65 0,00 38 1.8712 1, .7 34 0 75 0 4 4 .L 70 0,0013 1, ,7 34 0 77 0 3 3 ,L 71 0.0014 2P ,5 34 54 81 0 129 129 ,L P, 71 0.00 39 1.9615 2P ,5 34 55 82 0 130 130 ,L P. 68 0.00 38 2.0516 1, ,8 34 0 77 0 2 2 .L 76 0.0017 1, ,8 34 0 79 0 2 2 .L 82 0.0018 2U ,4 33 43 86 0 75 75 .L P. 83 0.00- 36 2.0519 1, ,7 34 0 81 0 2 2 .L 86 0.0020 2U ,5 36 48 86 0 66 66 .L 93 0.00 45 1.8721 2U #6 36 48 86 0 52 52 .L 97 0.00 47 2.0522 2U #5 36 45 86 0 32 32 ,L 97 0.00 44 1.9623 2U #5 37 43 87 0 9 9 ,L 104 0.00 45 1.8724 2U #6 37 50 88 0 43 43 ,L 102 0.00 51 1.8725 2U *6 37 55 88 0 89 89 ,L 102 0.00 57 1.8726 2U >6 38 58 87 0 100 100 ,L 103 0.00 60 1.8727 2U .7 39 56 87 0 81 81 ,L 105 0.00 59 1.8728 2U ,6 36 49 88 0 57 57 ,L 97 0.00 48 1.9629 2U ,6 37 49 87 0 74 74 ,L 93 0.00 46 1.9630 2U ,6 37 47 88 0 30 30 ,L 101 0.00 48 2.0531 2U ,6 38 51 87 0 74 74 ,L 97 0.00 50 2.0532 2U ,6 38 49 88 0 43 43 .L 100 0.00 49 2.0533 2U ,7 39 47 88 0 16 16 .L 107 0.00 51 1.9634 2. *6 39 40 87 0 4 4 .L 108 0.00 44 1.9635 2. #5 39 41 88 0 3 3 ,L 113 0.00 47 1.9636 2* ,6 40 45 88 0 4 4 ,L 116 0.00 53 1.9637 2U ,6 41 50 88 0 12 12 .L 116 0.00 58 1.9638 2U ,6 43 58 86 0 79 79 .L 111 0.00 65 1.9639 2U ,7 43 57 86 0 60 60 ,L 115 0.00 66 1.9640 2U ,7 43 52 87 0 26 26 ,L 116 0.00 61 1.8741 2U ,6 43 60 85 0 99 99 ,L 107 0.00 65 1.8742 2P ,7 42 67 86 0 126 126 .L 105 0.00 71 1.8743 2P ,7 43 67 86 0 125 125 ,L 107 0.00 72 1.8744 2U ,7 42 62 87 0 108 108 .L 108 0.00 67 1.8745 2U ,6 43 55 86 0 60 60 .L 111 0.00 62 1.8746 2U ,5 41 46 87 0 14 14 ,L 108 0.00 50 1.8747 2U ,5 42 46 85 0 31 31 .L 100 0.00 46 1.8748 1, ,7 47 0 68 66 3 69 ,L 95 0.0049 1, ,7 47 0 68 66 2 68 ,L 96 0.0050 1, ,7 48 0 69 66 2 68 .L 98 0.0051 1, ,7 48 0 67 66 3 69 ,L 92 0.0052 1, ,9 48 0 68 66 3 69 ,L 94 0.0053 1, ,9 47 0 68 56 3 59 ,L 91 0.0054 1. ,9 46 0 67 56 3 59 ,L 90 0.0055 1, ,8 48 0 67 77 3 80 ,L 94 0.0056 1, 1.0 43 0 73 21 2 23 ,L 94 0.0057 1. .9 42 0 73 15 2 17 ,L 91 0.00

Fig 6.7.3 Sample Output
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levels and the likelihood of multimode interference are reduced. 

As a result of this the noise induced predicted errors are 
increased and the fading induced predicted errors are reduced. 
Again the modes are recognised with a fairly high level of 

confidence.
The final examples are given in fig 6.7.4 and 6.7.5. These 

are for 15MHz signals from Bodo Norway. The first point of 

interest is that the pulses are wider resulting from the 

decreased transmitter bandwidth. The analysis is again correct 
giving the IF mode as the main mode all the time with some IE 

and auroral reflections. It is worth noting that, although when 
the IE mode arrives it takes over the Al, T1 designation from 
the IF mode, the program recognises that the IF mode is now the 

second to arrive and does not mistakenly identify the situation 
as the equally possible IF, 2F, auroral solution.

6.8 SUMMARY

A simple geometric model of the ionosphere was developed 

for calculating the approximate times of flight for the various 

modes of propagation.

Pulse sounding experiments were carried out over four paths 

of different length and the results obtained presented. In 
particular the effects of rapid mode changes, noise, 
interference, averaging and auroral propagation were 

investigated. Computer programs were written to identify the 
active modes of propagation. An assessment of the effectivness 
of this technique for mode recognition is given.
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10. 3 GMT 21.10.80 BODO 15 MHZ BAND ANTENNA 1 AVERAGE OVER 8 DATA SETS FIRST BODO TO DUMP

PUL MOD PUL TRG MUL S HIG LOW AIL MODES Al T1 A2 T2 A3 T3 A4 T4 A5 T5 A& T6NUM FAD LEN LEV MOD SFN ERR ERR ERR GEFFFA REL (MS) REL (MS) REL (MS) REL (MS) REL (MS) REL (MS)
1 1.3 47 0 88 0 2 2 ..L.». 154 0.002 1.3 48 0 88 1 2 3 .<L... 163 0.003 1.3 49 0 88 2 2 4 .»L... 172 0.004 1.6 51 0 88 7 2 9 ..L i.. 185 0.005 1.6 54 0 87 21 2 23 ..L... 197 0.006 1.6 57 0 87 37 2 39 . »L..* 209 0.007 1.6 61 0 86 77 2 79 ..L... 223 0,008 1.6 65 0 86 100 2 102 ..L... 236 0.009 1.6 68 0 86 112 2 114 ..L.». 245 0.0010 1.6 70 0 86 124 2 126 .»L... 251 0.0011 1.5 72 0 86 124 2 126 ..L... 254 0.0012 1.5 73 0 85 147 2 149 ..L... 251 0.0013 1.6 73 0 85 147 2 149 ..L... 248 0.0014 1.5 74 0 84 170 2 172 ..L... 246 0.0015 .9 75 36 83 191 2 193 .UL... 88 0.00 243 .8916 .7 76 78 87 77 2 79 .UL..L 101 0.00 240 .8917 .8 77 82 86 100 2 102 .UL..L 95 0.00 240 .8918 3. .7 79 81 85 136 2 138 .UL..L 95 0.00 240 .8919 .7 81 80 84 159 2 161 .UL..L 98 0.00 238 .8920 1.1 82 42 80 255 2 257 .UL... 102 0.00 241 .8021 2.2 83 46 81 239 2 241 .UL... 112 0.00 243 .8922 2.1 82 0 80 247 2 249 ..L... 237 0.0023 2.2 82 0 80 247 2 249 .>L.. > 238 0.0024 2.2 81 0 82 211 2 213 . .L... 241 0.0025 2.2 80 0 82 211 2 213 ..L... 241 0.0026 2.2 79 0 83 181 2 183 ..L... 241 0.0027 2.2 77 0 83 191 2 193 ..L... 242 0.0028 2.1 76 0 84 159 2 161 ..L... 242 0.0029 2.1 75 0 85 136 2 138 .tL... 242 0.0030 2.1 73 0 85 147 2 149 ..L... 248 0.0031 2.0 72 0 86 112 2 114 » »L... 247 0,0032 2,0 71 0 86 112 2 114 ..L... 244 0.0033 2.0 70 0 86 100 2 102 ..L*.* 239 0.0034 2.0 69 0 86 89 2 91 ..L... 233 0.0035 2.0 68 0 85 112 2 114 ..L».* 227 0.0036 2.0 68 0 85 100 2 102 ..L... 224 0.0037 1.9 68 0 85 100 2 102 .<L... 222 0.0038 1.8 68 0 85 89 2 91 ..L... 217 0.0039 1.9 68 0 84 100 2 102 ..L..* 210 0.0040 1.9 67 0 83 112 2 114 ..L... 203 0.0041 1.9 66 0 83 100 2 102 ..L... 195 0.0042 1.8 65 0 82 100 2 102 ..L..* 188 0.0043 1.8 64 0 83 77 2 79 ..L».. 186 0.0044 1.9 63 0 83 77 2 79 ..L... 184 0.0045 1.8 63 0 83 77 2 79 ..L..» 185 0.0046 1.9 62 0 84 77 2 79 ..L... 195 0.0047 1.9 62 0 84 89 2 91 ..L... 202 0.0048 2.0 62 0 84 89 2 91 .<L... 206 0.0049 2.0 63 0 84 112 2 114 ..L... 214 0.0050 2. 2.0 64 42 85 100 2 102 .UL... 95 0.00 225 .9851 2» 2.0 66 47 85 124 2 126 .UL... 111 0.00 234 .9852 2.0 69 46 84 159 2 161 .UL... 111 0.00 240 .8953 2. 2.0 72 46 83 191 2 193 .UL... 114 0.00 246 .9854 .7 75 83 87 89 2 91 .UL..L 120 0.00 247 1.0755 .7 79 88 86 112 2 114 .UL..L 114 0.00 249 .9856 3. .7 82 91 86 124 2 126 .UL..L 116 0.00 252 .8957 3* .7 86 92 85 159 2 161 .UL..L 128 0.00 254 .98

Fi 9 6. 7. 5 Samp le Output

88 3.03 103 3.03 101 3.03 94 3.03

87 3.38
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CHAPTER 7

EVALUATION OF ERROR RATES

7.0 INTRODUCTION

It is of considerable practical importance to investigate 

the relationship between the pulse sounding results and the 
error rate measured in a sequence of random data. The format of 

the transmitted sequence is discussed in detail in section 3.2 
and the detecting software in section 5.7.3. In this chapter 
details of the computer analysis procedures together with 

examples of results obtained are presented. The effects of 
various ionospheric parameters on the data sequence are examined 

in a simulation study and finally an attempt is made to 

establish a correlation between the recorded data errors and the 

sounding signal records.

7.1 DATA PRESENTATION

As noted in section 5.7.3 each graph produced contains four 

blocks of the pulse sounding together with the corresponding 
pseudo random sequence (PRS) observations. An example of this 
type of plot is presented in fig 7.1.1. Each section of the

r

diagram shows eight consecutive pulse records, the baud rate and 

number of errors received from 2048 data
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bits. The very slow drift across the page of the pulse record 

plots (as indicated by the extreme left hand edge of the traces) 
results from an attempt to compensate for the drift of the 

crystal oscillator in the pulse sounding generator. As a result 

of this drift the transmitter and receiver are slightly out of 
synchronisation, which would otherwise cause pulse broadening to 
occur when the pulses were averaged (section 6.5). The 

compensation process reverses the drift and thé pulses once more 

fall above each other and hence produce a sharp average for 
analysis.

A detailed analysis of the data plotted in the first column 
of fig 7.1.1 is presented in fig 7.1.2. Along the top of the 
page is printed the date, time (GMT), transmitter site, 

callsign, antenna number, baudrate and block number (X,Y). The 
antenna number refers to the antenna input of the receiver. This 

feature was incorporated for evaluating different types of 
antenna but is not used in the present study. In the block 
number X refers to the plot number and Y to the data block 
within that plot. Following the header line is the comment line 

typed in at the time of logging.

Next is the evaluation of the two 1023 bit blocks of PRS 
data. First error content of the PRS is plotted out as 1024 

characters. The character is a *.* if the bit is correct, a *1* 

if the bit is a *1* and should be a *0* and a *0* if the bit is 
a *0* and should be a *1*. These errors referred to as high and 

low errors respectively. The extra bit to make up the 1024 is a 

*1* from the period of carrier that follows the PRS and is 
simply included to make the data handling easier in the
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microprocessor. The example indicates that five errors have been 

received, all of then high. These probably result from the light 

random noise that can be seen in fig 7.1.1.
Following the error printout the distribution of the 

received errors is evaluated. The errors are divided into three 

rows, all errors, high errors and low errors. The error "burst* 
length is then examined. A "burst" of errors is defined as a 

group of incorrect data bits arriving consecutively, the number 

of bits being the burst length. This statistic is valuable since 
it provides the computer with a clue to the cause of the errors. 

For example, in CW interference the proportion of errors 
contained within long bursts will be higher than for more random 
types of noise. The number below the burst length is the number 

of bursts of that length. The total number of errors is 

displayed at the end of each row.
The next line of analysis contains the computers assessment 

of a) the quality of the received data and b) the likely cause 
of the errors. Under operational conditions this would obviously 
be arrived at by means of error detecting codes rather than by 

comparison with a known PRS. Such an evaluation would be a 

valuable addition to the information gleaned from the sounding 
signal. In the current manual system the evaluation is printed 

out, however in an automatic receiver the gain or bandwidth 

could be altered by the microprocessor to optimise the signal, 
according to the results of the evaluation program. The 

criterion upon which the evaluation is based are as follows
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Good data - Less than 20 errors 
Fair data - Between 20 and 50 errors

Poor data - Between 50 and 250 errors
Lost data - Above 250 errors 

The sources of the errors are believed to be as follows. If
the ratio (high errors/ low errors) is greater than 1.5, noise
or interference is mainly responsible. If the ratio (low 

errors/high errors) is greater than 1.5 fading is the major 
cause. The relative importance of these sources is evaluated 
from the difference between the number of high and low errors in 

a given sample and is described as follows

Error designation ABS(High errors-Low errors)

Light Less than 30
Moderate Between 30 and 60
Severe Greater than 60

The distinction between noise and interference is made on 
the ratio of the 3 bit error bursts to the 2 bit error bursts. 

Interference is identified as the major source if the ratio (3 
bit bursts / 2 bit bursts) is greater than 0.2, ie a larger than 

normal number of longer bursts have been recorded. A final cause 

of poor or lost data can be synchronisation problems between the 

transmitter and receiver clocks. This produces a low number of 
errors at the start of the PRS after initial synchronisation 

that gradually increases as time progresses. This condition is 

easily recognised and is displayed as part of the evaluation.
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These test criteria are somewhat arbitrary however, any 

qualitative assessment whether done by man or machine must be 
based upon divisions of this kind. The results obtained are in 
close agreement with manual monitoring of the interference 

sources.

After the evaluation of the two blocks of PRS data the
eight consecutive pulse records are analysed in a similar manner

to that described in the previous chapter. The number of modes, 
trigger level, predicted errors, pulse amplitudes and arrival 
times are displayed. The only new statistic is the (S/N) ratio 

in dB (20 * LOG10(S/N)). This is a more conventional way of 

measuring the signal to noise ratio than (S/S+N) which, being 
bounded, is easier to plot. The next example (fig 7.1.1 and 

7.1.2) is of quiet conditions and since only one mode is present 
a low trigger level, high signal level, high (S/N) and low 
predicted errors are recognised. A good correlation is obtained 

with the PRS data. The relatively small pulse length indicates 
that the compensation for the faulty synchronisation has been 
successful.

7.2 RESULTS

Throughout the course of the experiment a total of 448 sets

of data were recorded. Of these, 28 came from Gadby, 24 from
Durham and the vast majority (396) from Elgin. Equal numbers of 

observations were not made on each path for the reasons outlined 

below.
As expected the Gadby path data contained so few errors
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and such clean sounding pulses that there was excellent 

correlation at all times and therefore nothing to analyse. For 

this reason, once initial experiments had been conducted to test 

the software, longer more realistic paths were investigated.

The results from Durham, were hampered by practical 
difficulties. Even the records which were received were spoilt 
by bad co-channel interference and so are of limited use.

The Elgin site was operated for almost three months on 

sounder sequence 6 (section 5.1) allowing both PRS data and 
pulse sounding. It was sadly not possible to take PRS data from 

Norway due to difficulties in transporting equipment. Examples 

of the typical types of data sets are now presented.

7.2.1 Low Noise Conditions

Low noise conditions make up approximately half the 

measured samples on all paths. These conditions are defined as 

times when an operator can distinguish between the sounding 
pulses and the noise from a single sounding record. Examples of 

the graphs are given as fig 7.1.1 (blocks 1.1, 1.2, 1.4) and fig
7.2.1 (blocks 3.1, 3.2, 3.3) and of the line printer output in 

fig 7.1.2 and 7.2.2. Fig 7.1.2 has already been discussed in 

section 7.1, and very similar results are evident in fig 7.2.2 
apart from a few random errors evenly distributed over the data

set. In these examples quiet single moded conditions prevail.
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7.2.2 Noisy Conditions

Fig 7.2.1 demonstrates how rapidly the noise environment of 

the system can change, eg from block 3.3 to block 3.4. Block 3.4 

indicats a sudden large increase in the general noise level and 

a corresponding increase in the error rate. The line printer 
analysis for block 3.4 is presented in fig 7.2.3 and the random 

nature of the noise is clearly evident. It is interesting that 

the noise is quite short lived, being hardly noticeable in the 
second 1023 bit PRS. This again demonstrates the great 

variability of the conditions which suggests the presence of 
man-made local electrical interference such as that caused by an 

electric motor.

Further examples of noise are presented as fig 7.2.4 and 
7.2.5 demonstrating the effects of medium and heavy noise on the 
sounding signal. The corresponding line printer outputs are 

given in fig 7.2.6 and 7.2.7 respectively. In fig 7.2.6 both PRS 

data sets contain high levels of random noise leading to many 
errors, which are correctly diagnosed by the data evaluation 

program. A relatively low (S/N) ratio and high predicted error 
rate are present as expected. Fig 7.2.7 represents the extreme 
case where the second PRS data set has been diagnosed as "lost 

data due to extreme noise". This is typified by the large number 

of both high and low errors and correlates well with the low 
(S/N) ratio and the uncertain pulse recognition. Because of the 

nature of a PRS, with a completely random received data set 
approximatly 512 errors would be expected, split about 256 high 
and 256 low. Because
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510 errors were measured we must conclude that there is no 

correlation between the received and expected data and therefore 

the program must have misidentified the Barker synchronising 
code. As the errors are split 315 high and 195 low instead of 

256,256 the lost data is likely to be caused by radio noise 
being read as *1* data bits rather than fading giving rise to 
spurious *0* bits.

7.2.3 Timing faults

An example of the type of data error pattern caused by 

timing faults previously mentioned in section 7.1 is given as 
fig 7.2.8 and 7.2.9. This fault in the transmitter oscillator 
causes the detector to be slightly out of step with the 
generator. It is apparent in the pulse sounding from a small 
drift of the sounding pulse across the page. It is however far 

more obvious in the line printer output (fig 7.2.9) where in 

both the PRS data sets, the first line is virtually error free, 
leading on to very high errors in the later lines as the two 

clocks get further out of step. In both cases the cause is 

correctly evaluated by the program, so the results produced 
would not be included in future attempts to correlate data 

errors with the pulse sounding information.

7.2.4 Bandwidth effects

The bandwidth requirements of the data sounding at 75 baud 
are far less than those required for acceptable time resolution
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from the pulse sounding signal (section 6.4). The reason for 

this is the 75 baud data needs a bandwidth of no more than 250Hz 
to be detected with no degradation. Therefore reducing the 
receiver bandwidth to 300Hz would harm none of the signal 

information and actually aid recognition by removing much 
unwanted noise and co-channel signals( eg fig 7.2.10).

In this example an interfering station was transmitting 

within about IKHz of the centre frequency of the pulse sounding. 
To remove the effect of this a 300Hz bandwidth filter was 

inserted. As can be seen the PRS data suffered only light errors 
but the pulse sounding was rendered virtually useless since it 

requires at least 1.2KHz bandwidth for moderate mode resolution. 

From this test it was concluded that the pulse sounding system
could not fuction to its full capability in a high co-channel
interference environment.

7.2.5 Fading

Multipath fading was noticable on about 20% of the data 

sets recorded. Fig 7.2.11 presents an untypically obvious case. 

For this record the receiver bandwidth was 3KHz and the
transmitter located at Oadby. This accounts for the clean sharp 

nature of the pulses. The two modes, as discussed before are 
ground wave and 1 hop E of almost identical amplitude. The 
computer analysis of these data records is produced in fig

7.2.13. The PRS records contain very characteristic long bursts 

of low errors where the carrier has faded below the trigger 
level due to destructive interference between the two modes.
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Each fadeout lasts approximately 50 bits or 0.6 seconds. The 

program has correctly recognised that fading is present, and has 

also predicted this from the pulse sounding, hence reasonable 
correlation has been achieved.

A second example (fig 7.2.12) contains three modes, 
probably consisting of a dominant IF and smaller 2F and 3F 
components (see fig 6.1.2). Because there are more modes, all of 

differing amplitudes, fewer data errors would be expected 

compared with the situation in fig 7.2.11. Fig 7.2.14 supports 
this expectation.

A final example of fading induced errors presents the 
extreme case of severe fading (fig 7.2.15 and fig7.2.16). Fig 
7.2.15 shows two modes of approximatly equal and low amplitude 

levels. These two conditions cause many low errors. This is 
correctly recognised as moderate and severe fading induced 
errors both detected in the analysis and predicted from the 

pulse measurements.

7.2.6 Interference

Interference from other radio stations on adjacent 
frequencies can degrade both the PRS and pulse signals. In fig 

7.2.17 the pulse sounding can be seen hidden beneath another 
signal (probably a radio teletype) . The data analysis (fig 
7.2.19) identifies this as interference on one of the PRS sets 

and noise on the second because both the wanted data and the 

interference have approximately the same bit length. In the 
second example (fig 7.2.18 and 7.2.20) severe interference is
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also present. In this case however the interference is so 

powerful that both the pulse logging routine and one of the PRS 

routines fail to correctly identify the wanted G9BLD signal. 
The second PRS data set was however found correctly but with a 

very high number of high errors, a large proportion of which are 
in bursts which is again a sign of man-made interference. These 
examples comfirm the conclusion of section 7.2.4 that the 

sounding signal is of little benefit when the operating 

frequency is suffering from co-channel interference.

7.3 THE EFFECT OF IONOSPHERIC PROPAGATION ON PRS DATA

The effect of propagation conditions on the PRS data has 

been studied by means of a computer simulation technique 
(section 5.7.4). This program allows the various factors 
discussed in the previous section to be varied individually and 
their influence on the data evaluated. The results are presented 

in graphical form. The control conditions for this investigation 
are given below :-

Modes Relative amplitude Relative time of arrival
A1 = 167 T1 = 0.0ms

Noise (S/S+N) = 90%

Bandwidth 3KHz
Baudrate 75 baud

The results obtained for these conditions are plotted out 
in fig 7.3.1 which displays the data sequence as it would
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normally appear on the monitor oscilloscope and as it is 

presented to the analogue to digital converter. A small amount 

of noise is visible but this is not sufficient to cause errors. 

When a small second mode of amplitude 68 and relative time of 

arrival 2ms is added the resulting waveform is displayed as fig
7.3.2. Light fading is now evident on the PRS trace but not 
sufficient to cause any data errors. The following sub-sections 

will demonstrate the effect of altering the various control 
parameters to further clarify the causes of data errors.

7.3.1 Data Rate

As the data rate is increased from 75 baud, the multipath 

propagation allows a data bit travelling via a long path and the 

following bit travelling via a more direct path to arrive 
simultaneously thus causing a possible data error. Fig 7.3.3 

presents an example for a 600 baud data stream under the same 

conditions as in fig 7.3.2. Here the multipath propagation has 
caused 256 errors (ie each time a *1* is followed by a *0', the 

*0* of the pair is converted into a *1* by the action of the 
longer path)

The program decides if a bit is high or low by comparing 

the signal level with a threshold over the centre third of the 

bit. Therefore the maximum, data rate for these conditions, if 
multipath problems of this type are to be avoided, is about 180 

baud. This subject is also mentioned in section 2.3.1 in 

connection with the multipath reduction factor.
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7.3.2 Noise

Noise has been a constant source of errors throughout the 
experiments. Noise factors of 70% and 50% (S/S+N) were added to 

fig 7.3.2 and the results are presented in fig 7.3.4 and 7.3.5 
respectively. In fig 7.3.4 the sounding pulse echos and the PRS 
data can be clearly seen by inspection. The computer would have 

no difficulty in decoding the pulse sounding but the noise has 
raised much of the PRS data above the threshold level, hence 

causing an unnecessarily high number of data errors. This leads 

to the conclusion that for moderate levels of noise it would be 
useful to increase the threshold level as the (S/S+N) ratio 

decreases.
In the case of fig 7.3.5 the noise and signal levels are 

equal and even with a variable threshold, both the pulse 
sounding and PRS data would be incomprehensible. No data of this 

type has been recorded as the routines which usually recognise 
the sounding and PRS data are incapable of operating in such a 
high noise environment. For these conditions a change in 

operating frequency, or at least a reduction in bandwidth, would 

be required to reduce the noise level.

7.3.3 Bandwidth

In the simulation program the receiver bandwidth was 

modeled by means of a simple running average filter. For a 
narrower bandwidth a greater number of points were included in 
the average. Filters of 1200Hz and 300Hz were applied to fig
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7.3.2. The results are plotted out as fig 7.3.6 and 7.3.7 

respectively. The major effects of reducing the bandwidth are 

all clearly visible in the pulse sounding record plots and are 

summarised below.

a) The random noise is greatly reduced. This is most

noticeable when comparing fig 7.3.2 and 7.3.6.

b) The time resolution is reduced.

c) The pulse amplitudes are reduced as can be seen by
comparing the 1200Hz and 300Hz examples

Throughout the changes in bandwidth the PRS data remains 

almost unaffected, which agrees with the conclusions of section 
7.2.4. The reason for the slightly unrealistic 'linear' 
appearance of the pulse record in fig 7.3.7 is the rather crude 

nature of the digital filter employed. An improved type such as 
a Butterworth low pass filter would have removed this unwanted 
effect.

7.3.4 Fading

The fading rate in the simulation was 10sec (ie 10 seconds 

from one fade to the next). This represents a doppler shift of
0.1Hz between the two paths. The measurements suggest that this

is a realistic value for normal conditions and corresponds to 
the value given for quiet conditions by the CCIR (1974). The 
depth of fade is controlled by the relative amplitudes of the 

various modes of propagation.

In fig 7.3.2 the relative amplitudes of 167 and 68 lead to 
fading but not of sufficient depth to cause data errors. In the
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extreme case (fig 7.3,8) of equal mode amplitudes, the PRS data 

fades out completely, leaving only spikes of signal at the start 
and end of a burst of high data bits where no multipath 
interference is possible. In this example when the signal fades 

below the threshold level many data errors are recorded,

7,3,5 Time Stability

The computer simulation proved to be a useful exercise in 
demonstrating how ionospheric and system properties affected 

both the pulse sounding and the PRS data. To cut down the number 

of variables it assumes that the conditions remain constant over 

the period considered. This is often the case as in fig 7,3,9 
where the pulse sounding indicates one dominant mode of 
amplitude about 200 and a secondary one of amplitude about 60, 
joining together to give fading consistent with these levels.

In the majority of cases however, conditions change to some 

degree between logging the pulse data and logging the PRS data. 
Examples of this can be seen in fig 7,3,10 and 7,3,11, In fig 

7,3,10 the pulse sounding exhibits only one mode, yet the PRS 

data contains definite signs of fading. In fig 7,3,11 two modes 
are present and yet there is no evidence of fading at all. These 

rapid changes account for many of the differences between the 

measured data errors and those predicted from the pulse sounding 

d a t a ,
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7.4 PULSE SOUNDING PREDICTIONS - PRS DATA CORRELATION

To be of practical use one of two characteristics of the 

pulse sounding system must be utilised. If a steerable antenna 

is available the mode content information will enable beams and 
nulls in the radiation pattern to be adjusted so as to reduce 
multipath interference. Secondly the estimate of the expected

data errors for a given path and time of day would be helpful in

a practical context. From this information the operator can 
decide how best to protect the data against errors for example, 

by adopting a slower data rate or error correcting codes. This 

section assesses the success of the system in providing accurate 

error rate predictions over the Elgin Leicester path during the 

spring of 1981.
The entire data set upon which this analysis is based is 

presented in fig 7.4.1 which displays the received error 

percentage against the ratio (S/S+N) for every PRS data set. The 

points follow a general trend from the bottom right hand corner 
to the top left hand corner of the graph. This is expected since 

the greater the noise level the more errors would be present.
The maximum percentage of error bits is about 50% as discussed
in section 7.2.2.

The points running up the vertical axis are caused by a 

measured (S/S+N) of zero which implies that the program was 
unable to recognise the pulse sounding signal and therefore 

could not find a value for S. The points running along the top 
of the graph represent error rates of approximatly 50% and hence 

no correlation with the PRS. This situation is caused by
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a failure of the program to identify the Barker sequence. Both 

of these events indicate a system failure due to a rapid change 

in the propagation conditions between the reception of the pulse 

sounding and the PRS data (ie within 25 sec) . This partially 
explains the wide spread of points around the general trend. It 

should also be noted that multipath fading will cause some 
spread in the data points.

The distribution of samples of both (S/S+N) and error 
percentage are presented as histograms in fig 7,4,2, From these 

it is apparent that most of the samples collected have high 

(S/S+N) and relatively low received errors which again confirms 
the correlation between these two measurements. The system 
errors appear as smaller peaks around 50% received errors and 

zero (S/S+N),

A comparison with the measured values of fig 7,4,1, is 
presented in fig 7,4,3 where the predicted errors, are plotted 

as a function of (S/S+N), This figure contains half as many 
points as fig 7,4,1 because only one error prediction is made 
from each period of pulse sounding. However the errors are 

measured twice during this period. When the two graphs are 
compared, the general trends are the same but as expected, the 
predicted errors do not contain the same spread of points caused 

by changes in propagation conditions found within the measured 
errors. Such spread as does exist in the predicted error graph 
is due to multipath effects. The controlling factor however is 

clearly noise, as measured by the ratio (S/S+N),
The success or otherwise of the method can be judged by 

plotting out the predicted errors against the actual received
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errors (fig 7.4.4)• This graph displays the good agreement of 

predicted- and measured results at low error rates. Also 
reasonable correlation exists for very high error rates with a 
cluster of data points around the coordinates (50,50). The 

normal spread due to the variability of ionospheric and local 
noise characteristics is apparent over the middle section of the 
graph. The most serious area of disagreement is the line of 

errors in the bottom right hand corner of the plot, caused by 

the program failing to recognise the sounding pulses.
If the.pulse sounding signals are employed in real time 

under operational conditions, rather than being stored for later 

analysis as presented here, this problem would not arise. Under 
operational conditions the program would restart and try again 

if a failure to recognise the pulse sounding was encountered, 
rather than simply reporting the failure as in the present 
situation

From fig 7.4.4 it is possible to calculate a confidence 
factor in the error prediction for a given error rate. The first 
method of displaying this function is given in fig 7.4.5. This 

plots out the average percentage error in the predicted error 
over the entire range of predictions. As expected from fig 7.4.4 
a very low average error in the prediction is recorded for low 

error predictions (about 7%) gradually rising to about 30% for 

high predicted errors. It must be noted that due to a rather 

small number of data points in the centre section of the graph, 

these results are less reliable than those at the extreme 
values. In order to emphasise any general trends and reduce the 
fluctuations caused by this lack of data
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points averages were obtained from a running mean over eight 
percentage points.

A more meaningful method of displaying the potential 
accuracy of the system is to plot the proportion of the 

predictions which lie within a given percentage of the measured 

value. Fig 7.4.6 does this over the entire range of results for 
given percentages (5 to 30%). This indicates that the proportion 

of accurate predictions is greatest at low error rates, falls to 

a very low success rate around 30% and rises again towards the 
higher predicted errors. For a specific case, if the computer 

predicts an error rate of less than 5%, about 85% of such 

predictions would be within 10% of the measured value. It must 
be noted that such predictions only apply to this particular 
data transmission format. The longer the time separation between 
the pulse sounding and the data stream, the less accurate the 
predictions become.
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CHAPTER 8

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

8.1 SUMMARY OF THE SYSTEM DEVELOPED

The original aim of this investigation was to build a 
system capable of recognising the pulse sounding signal, from 
which the propagation modes could be identified. From this 

information a steerable antenna is to be controlled to reduce 
the effect of multipath interference on an HF data link.

The sounding signal was generated by a small computer which 

keyed the radio transmitter. After reflection in the ionosphere 
the signal was received, detected and converted into a digital 
form. It was then passed to the main computer to be stored for 

later analysis. The system was tested over a range of 
propagation paths of various lengths. With the exceptions of the 

commercial transmitter and receiver, all the equipment was 

constructed at Leicester.

The correlation between the ionospheric conditions and 
error rate in data communications was investigated by combining 
a pseudo random data message with the pulse sounding signal.

Pulse sounding experiments were undertaken over four paths 
of lengths from 4 to 2300 Km. The active modes were identified 
by means of the pulse sounding results and a very simple 
ionospheric model.

Measurements of the error rate in a pseudo random data
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message were conducted over the Elgin-Leicester path. It proved 

possible to establish a correlation between the error rate and 
the pulse sounding measurements.

8.2 PULSE EXPERIMENT, CONCLUSIONS

The principal objectives of the pulse experiments were

1) To evaluate the pulse sounding signal with a view to mode 

detection and antenna steering.
2) To provide a low cost ionospheric sounder for paths on 

which sounding would otherwise be unavailable.
The investigations have shown that the pulse sounding 

procedure can reliably recognise propagation modes and hence 

could provide control for a steerable antenna to reduce 
multipath interference. Mode identification could however only 
take place within the following limits. The maximum time 

resolution of the system appears to be approximatly 0.5ms 
between arriving pulses. Thus modes with nearly equal times of 
flight (eg IE and IF on paths longer than 500Km) are not esaily 

resolved. It should however be borne in mind that modes with 
small differences in arrival times tend to have relatively small 
angular displacements and so are also difficult to separate with 

a steerable antenna. Further investigations are necessary to 
determine which of these factors will eventually limit the 

overall system performance. The present system can not provide 

an improvement during in- mode fading where relative time delays 

and angular separations are too small to be resolved.
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For the time resolution required, there was virtually no 

difference between the predicted time delays calculated from a 

simple ionospheric model and those obtained by means of a ray 
tracing program. This lead to the decision to adopt the simpler 

model, which together with the measured time delays, gave 

reliable mode estimations.
The major practical limitations of the system are the twin 

evils of noise and interference. To achieve the best time 
resolution, a receiver bandwidth of at least 3KHz is required, 
which under normal circumstances, allows a significant amount of 

noise to enter the system. The compromise solution was to adopt 
a bandwidth of 1200Hz which reduced the noise by 50% and 
degraded the time resolution to about 0.7ms. This bandwidth was 

adequate for most of the experiments undertaken. It was not 
however possible to overcome co-channel interference within the 
1200Hz pass band and this proved to be one of the system's major 

operational drawbacks. Under these conditions recourse must be 
made to predictions, or a new frequency selected.

The pulse sounding system can also be employed as a low 

cost aid in HF communications. The structure of the multipath 
propagation can provide an estimate of the expected fading 
induced error rate for a given data signal by comparing the 

relative amplitudes of the active modes. The measured relative 
time delays between modes can provide an indication of the 
maximum data rate possible in order to aviod multipath fading 

induced bit errors. Moreover the pulse sounding signal can 
provide the (S/N) ratio for a given channel upon which error 
rate estimates can be based. Finally the presence of
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unpredicted modes such as sporadic E and Auroral propagation can 
be indicated to the operator thus enabling more efficient use to 
be made of propagation conditions for any given time.

8.3 DATA EXPERIMENT, CONCLUSIONS

If the sounding system is to be employed as a 

communications aid it is important to establish the dependence 

of the error rate over the link on the mode content as 
determined from the sounding pulses. An attempt was made to 

identify the causes of errors in the particular data test 
sequence employed, so that the error rates could be predicted 
from observations of the mode content.

In general the error rate increases with the number of 

modes present, and expected error rates could be predicted from 
this mode structure. The reliability of these predictions varied 

with the predicted error rate and the confidence factors
discussed in section 7.4 must be applied. The low confidence 
values sometimes noted are thought to be due to rapid changes in 

ionospheric conditions between the pulse sounding and the data 
test sequence. For accurate error predictions the pulse sounding 
must therefore be closely integrated within the data stream. A 

possible scheme would involve 10 cycles of sounding every 100 

characters, which would provide real time sounding once every 10 
seconds, compared with every two minutes during the present 

study. This improvement in predictions would be at the expense

of a 12% reduction in the overall data rate (at 75 baud). Even
more accuracy would be gained by interleaving the
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transmitted data within the carrier block portion of the pulse 

sounding signal. This would however involve major alterations to 

existing communications equipment and can therefore be rejected 
as impractical.

The majority of errors recorded during the experiment were 
due to random noise. These could be mimimised by reducing the 
receiver bandwidth but this is detrimental to the pulse 

sounding. This highlights a major problem encountered when 
mixing sounding and data transmissions. The optimum available 
bandwidth for 75 baud data is 300Hz, whereas for pulse sounding 

it is at least 1200Hz. For future experiments of this type it 
would be advantageous to have a variable pass band receiver 
which could be changed by the control computer to suit the type 

of signal being monitored at any instant. If equipment 
limitations make this impossible, a variable threshold level as 
proposed in section 7.3.2 would go some way to reduce the high 
percentage of data errors due to random noise caused by a wide 

receiver pass band.

8.4 FUTURE WORK

A proposed practical implementation of the sounding system 

together with some suggestions for further work are now 

described.

8.4.1 Practical Implementation

A block diagram of the proposed operational version of
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this project is given in fig 8.4.1. A microcomputer similar to 

that described in section 4.10 drives a steerable antenna via 

the antenna control electronics. The system contains two 
receivers, one connected to the steerable antenna and the other 

to an omnidirectional antenna. 1200Hz bandwidth detected outputs 
from both receivers are fed through an analogue to digital 
converter and on to the control computer. The data output 

consists of a 300Hz bandwidth detected signal from the steerable 

antenna receiver. The computer is controlled from a VDU which 
also displays the system status. Two modes of operation would be 

available (fig 8.4.2).
Normally the transmitter latitude, longitude and operating 

frequency would be typed into the computer and the receivers 

would automatically tune to the correct frequency. The control 
program would then calculate the transmitter ground range and 
from that the expected modes and likely arrival angles. The 

sounding signal from receiver 2 would be examined and the 
strongest mode identified. The steerable antenna would then be 
directed to form a beam in the predicted direction together with 

nulls in the directions of any secondary modes. The sounding 
signal from receiver 1 would then be compared with that from 

receiver 2. If the secondary modes are not completely nulled 

out, the positions of the nulls would be changed slightly in a 

local search pattern until this is achieved. Finally the main 
beam position would also be changed in a local search for best 

(S/N) ratio from receiver 1. The system would then be tuned in 
and ready to receive data.

If the data signal strength starts to decrease the beam
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direction will be slightly changed in a search for maximum 

signal, hence trackng the incoming path. If the main mode fades 

out completely but a signal is still visible from receiver 2, 
the main beam will be redefined as the larger of the secondary

modes (detected during the most recent period of pulse 
sounding), the antenna redirected and searched as before. The 
sounding signal would be repeated once every 30 seconds for 

about 5 seconds allowing the program to update its picture of 

the ionosphere. The most recent sounding information would be 
displayed on the VDU.

The data decoder is a separate unit allowing greater speed 
and freeing the control computer to maintain the optimum beam 
and null headings. Also note the input bandwidth of the data 

decoder is reduced (to 300Hz for 75 baud data).

An alternative mode of operation employs greater manual 
control. As the sounding frequency is monitored the antenna beam 

can be swept in elevation angle to provide a signal amplitude 

against arrival angle plot on the VDU. The system could then be 
instructed to use any particular mode specified by the operator. 

Finally if the signal from receiver 1 appears to be strong, 
reliable and single moded, an increase in the data rate could be 

requested to take advantage of the improved conditions.

8.4.2 Develop Predictions

Due to equipment limitations the only modulation method 
employed during this project was on-off keying. Further work
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should expand the error rate predictions to FSK and PSK 
modulation schemes. These require different detection techniques 

and data errors may arise from different causes than in the 
present investigation. A new error prediction algorithm would be 

required.

8.4.3 Pseudo Error

The pseudo error, as described in section 2.2.9, should be 
investigated to enable the computer to determine how close to 

the decision threshold the system is operating. It would be 
particularly useful to have this information available as the 
pseudo error is more sensitive to ionospheric conditions than 

the actual error rate. Any control decision, such as antenna 
steering, could be based on this parameter thus minimising the 
loss of actual data.

8.4.4 Range Finding

As the transmitter is moved away from the receiver, the 

time taken for the signal to travel increases for all 
propagation modes. The propagation times for each mode do not 

change by the same amount for a given range change and therefore 

a unique time delay exists between the returned pulses for a 
given transmitter- receiver distance and ionospheric height. By 
measuring the various time delays and assuming a value for the 

reflection height, the range between the transmitter and the 
receiver can be estimated. To obtain an
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acceptable distance resolution the ionospheric height would have 

to be measured from ionograms and the sampling rate of the 
processor increased to its maximum of about 100KHz to provide 
more accurate pulse recognition. It is appreciated that this 

method is not capable of very high resolution but could still be 
of considerable value where no other range finding system is 
available.

8.4.5 Phase

During the experiments detailed in this thesis only the 

ampitude of the sounding signal was investigated. However the 
phase of the sounding pulses also contains valuable information 

regarding the propagation conditions. Measurement of the phase 
across a single pulse echo promises to provide a suitable method 

of distinguishing two modes with very similar times of flight. 
Although these modes could not be resolved with the steerable 
antenna their presence would indicate the likelihood of fading 
and therefore the desireability of steering towards a different 

mode if possible.

A phase measuring unit was designed, built and connected to 
the control computer during the course of the current 

investigation (section 4.7). This functioned correctly during 
the large blocks of carrier and was a useful aid in tuning the 

radio receiver. However, this particular detector was badly 

affected by noise superimposed on the sounding pulses and failed 
to produce any worthwhile information regarding the pulses. The 
project computer was only just fast enough to
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record both phase and amplitude information simultaneously and 

this led to unreliability, which could be overcome by means of a 

faster computer. An example of one of the more satisfactory 
phase and amplitude plots is presented in fig 8.4.3. The beat in 

frequency between the received signal and the local standard is 
clearly evident. The information from the pulses themselves is 
ambiguous since it includes the phase- amplitude dependence of 

the detector. This factor would be corrected for during the 
calibration process. The phase measurements represent the most 
interesting area for future development of the pulse sounding 

system.
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AN IONOSPHERIC MODE DETECTION SOUNDER FOR 
HE DATA COMMUNICATIONS

P.L. HAYHURST 

ABSTRACT

A major problem experienced in HP data communications 
is that of multipath interference. Interference between the 
components, of a transmitted signal, arriving at the 
receiver over different propagation paths can produce 
serious errors in data transmission.

A pulse sounding technique has been developed to 
resolve the interfering modes in the time domain. This 
signal consists of a 0.7ms pulse of radio wave energy sent 
within a 20ms break in transmission, repeated every 90ms. 
The sounding signal is generated by a small computer which 
keys the radio transmitter. After reflection in the 
ionosphere the signal was received and digitised. A second 
computer then analyses the digital record to discover the 
amplitude and time of arrival of any sounding pulses 
present. The results are then compared with predictions to 
identify the active modes.

Pulse sounding experiments were undertaken over four 
paths of lengths from 4 to 2156km. E,Es,F,2F,3F and auroral 
propagation paths were successfully recognised. This 
information could be used to advise on the likelihood of 
interference fading or more positively to control an 
elevation steerable antenna to adaptively cancel out this 
unwanted effect.

To investigate the relationship between ionospheric 
conditions and the error rate in data communications a 
pseudo random test data message was trasnsmitted with the 
pulse sounding. Measurements in the error rate in the 
message were conducted over the 578km path from Elgin to 
Leicester. It proved possible to establish an approximate 
correlation between the recorded data errors and the 
ionospheric conditions derived from the pulse sounding. This 
allows error rates to be estimated from the sounding 
results.


